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THE UCF CREED

INTEGRITY, SCHOLARSHIP, COMMUNITY, CREATIVITY, AND EXCELLENCE ARE THE CORE VALUES THAT GUIDE OUR CONDUCT, PERFORMANCE, AND DECISIONS.

INTEGRITY
I WILL PRACTICE AND DEFEND ACADEMIC AND PERSONAL HONESTY.

SCHOLARSHIP
I WILL CHERISH AND HONOR LEARNING AS A FUNDAMENTAL PURPOSE OF MY MEMBERSHIP IN THE UCF COMMUNITY.

COMMUNITY
I WILL PROMOTE AN OPEN AND SUPPORTIVE CAMPUS ENVIRONMENT BY RESPECTING THE RIGHTS AND CONTRIBUTIONS OF EVERY INDIVIDUAL.

CREATIVITY
I WILL USE MY TALENTS TO ENRICH THE HUMAN EXPERIENCE.

EXCELLENCE
I WILL STRIVE TOWARD THE HIGHEST STANDARDS OF PERFORMANCE IN ANY ENDAVOR I UNDERTAKE.

College of Arts and Humanities
The senses of sight, sound, and sensation are transformed by spirit and creativity into meaningful diverse forms of expression in the College of Arts and Humanities.

College of Business Administration
Familiar symbols elicit world marketplace images of competition and finance for the College of Business Administration with its innovative curriculum, state-of-the-art facilities, and nationally recognized programs.

College of Education
The apple has served as the definitive symbol of education and knowledge for centuries. And for the College of Education, a galaxy of encircling stars serves as a shining example of diverse opportunities for learning.

College of Engineering and Computer Science
The Space Transportation System (STS) symbolizes one of the most complex and ambitious scientific feats ever achieved and epitomizes the spirit of the College of Engineering and Computer Science.

College of Graduate Studies
Leadership, research, and service empower graduate students in the division’s quality learning environment. The doctoral cap, hood, and gown epitomize the highest achievement for the College of Graduate Studies.

College of Health and Public Affairs
Academic programs in the College of Health and Public Affairs are bound together by a shared sense of purpose—to serve communities and contribute knowledge that improves the quality of life of citizens.

College of Medicine
The Rod of Asclepius, serpent entwined around a staff, is an ancient Greek symbol associated with healing the sick. The rod topped by the UCF Flame of Hope is spiraled with the DNA’s double helix to form the symbol for the College of Medicine.

College of Nursing
The spirit of the College of Nursing is conveyed by images that symbolize caring, knowledge, and leadership.

College of Optics and Photonics
The striking multifaceted relief captures the spirit of the Age of Light and epitomizes the science and technology of the College of Optics and Photonics and its dominant influence in the 21st Century.

College of Sciences
As one of the largest colleges at UCF, the College of Sciences’ programs range from the behavioral, biological, computational, and physical to the communicative, political, and social sciences.

Office of Undergraduate Studies
Office of Undergraduate Studies provides the foundation, vision, and leadership necessary for students to reach their academic potential and to prepare for the steps, challenges, and rewards of lifelong learning.

Rosen College of Hospitality Management
The central fountain, framed by Mediterranean arches, has come to symbolize the Rosen College of Hospitality Management’s state-of-the-art campus and its standard of excellence for the industry.

The Burnett Honors College
Illumination is knowledge—the eternal flame symbolizes The Burnett Honors College’s mission to foster honor and passion for lifelong learning.

The UCF Creed
Integrity, scholarship, community, creativity, and excellence are the core values that guide the university’s conduct, performance, and decisions.
UCF Stands for Opportunity in scholarship, leadership, research, and service, the university also creates opportunities for economic development, as well as community and industry collaboration. UCF is Central Florida’s higher education partner and its hometown university.

The talents of UCF’s more than 185,000 alumni, more than 56,000 students, and more than 10,000 faculty and staff members have made UCF one of the nation’s leading metropolitan research universities, and UCF is committed to innovative community partnerships, world-class research with local impact, and the integration of technology and learning.

The university offers 90 bachelor’s degrees, 91 master’s degrees, 3 specialist degrees, and 29 doctoral degrees, as well as more than 94 graduate certificate programs. To date, more than 207,200 degrees have been awarded.

The university seal, shown above, is the symbol that sets our university apart from others. As you might expect, choosing a university seal is no simple task. In UCF’s case, the job took 26 months. From the very first suggestion, submitted in early 1966, to the unveiling of the present seal, it was a task without precedent for those who were involved in the process.

In the two years after the first submission, nearly 50 designs and 70 different color combinations were considered. The motto, Reach for the Stars, eventually served as the inspiration for the seal. It was first verbalized by charter president Charles N. Millican. The phrase came to him, he recalled, when he was flying on a night that was so clear the stars sparkled.

Stars were used in a variety of combinations. Pegasus, the winged horse of mythology, was added to depict both contrast and connection between old and new, the humanities and the sciences.

In their search for tenets on which to launch a new experiment in higher education, the university’s founders focused on two: Accent on Excellence and Accent on the Individual. Growth notwithstanding, their successors remain committed to that end. The university’s motto, Reach for the Stars, encourages UCF’s students, faculty and staff members, and alumni to go beyond the ordinary.

Indeed, extraordinary things happen in UCF’s classrooms and laboratories every day, and UCF is prominent among its peers. UCF Stands for Opportunity.
Dear Graduates:

Congratulations to each of you for the achievements that have brought you to this day. Congratulations are also in order to your families, whose love and support have undoubtedly contributed to your success.

Today’s commencement exercises mark the completion of a period of studying and learning, of developing and adapting, and of accomplishing and contributing. All of these activities prepare you for successful careers and for service as leaders in our society. Your university education will be of immeasurable benefit to you for the rest of your lives.

As you leave UCF, please remember three things. First, your education is a lifelong process. Maintain the intellectual curiosity that got you this far and never cease your learning. Second, use your knowledge, your talent, and your degree for responsible purposes. Our world is so complicated that we need all the ability we can muster to solve the great problems of our time. Finally, remember your university and be loyal to it.

Best wishes for a lifetime of success and satisfaction.

Cordially yours,

John C. Hitt
President
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* Applause is the most appropriate method of conveying congratulations as your graduate’s name is called. Other methods may keep your neighbors from hearing their graduate’s name.

As a courtesy to the graduates and families being recognized today, we ask that you remain in your seat until all graduates have crossed the platform.

The ceremony will last approximately two hours.

Thank you for joining the faculty, staff, administration, and student body in honoring our graduates.
College of Business Administration, College of Engineering and Computer Science, and College of Optics and Photonics
December 17, 2010 - 9:00 a.m.
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Commencement Speaker

Retired Air Force Lt. General Thomas L. Baptiste has served as president and executive director of the National Center for Simulation since January 2010. Located in the Central Florida Research Park, the Center coordinates the efforts of the Department of Defense, more than 100 companies, and UCF in furthering the modeling and simulation industry.

Baptiste retired from the U.S. Air Force in 2007 after a distinguished 34-year career. In his last appointment, he served as deputy chairman of the North Atlantic Treaty Organization’s Military Committee, which provides direction and advice on military policy and strategy. Baptiste was also a senior military adviser to the Secretary General of the North Atlantic Treaty Organization.

A command pilot, Baptiste accumulated nearly 3,000 flight hours in a variety of aircraft. In one of his many prestigious assignments, he was selected to be part of the first cadre of instructor pilots for the F-16 training wing at MacDill Air Force Base in Tampa.

Lt. General Thomas L. Baptiste, USAF (Ret)
Carolyn M. Fennell is director of public affairs for the Greater Orlando Aviation Authority, which oversees Orlando International Airport and the Orlando Executive Airport.

Fennell has more than 20 years of experience as a journalist and public relations specialist. She previously worked as a production assistant to Peter Jennings for ABC News in London, and she also was a publicist for Walt Disney World.

Fennell serves on the executive committee and board of directors of the Orlando/Orange County Convention & Visitors Bureau. She also is a trustee of the Orlando Museum of Art, and she serves as chair of the Board of Visitors for the School of Journalism and Graphic Communication at Florida A&M University.

This fall, Fennell was inducted into the Central Florida Hospitality Hall of Fame, which was established by UCF’s Rosen College of Hospitality Management. The Orlando Business Journal named her the 2010 Businesswoman of the Year and Business Executive of the Year.
Bill Vogel has served as superintendent of the 65,000-student Seminole County Public School District since 2003, and he has led the district to an “A” rating.

Vogel previously worked as superintendent of schools in St. Lucie County for seven years. He was an assistant superintendent in Osceola County from 1979 to 1996, and he also has served as a teacher and school administrator in Osceola County.

An adjunct instructor at UCF from 1993 to 1995, Vogel has also served on the Progress Energy-UCF Leadership Institute Advisory Council since 2003.

Vogel earned the Florida Superintendent of the Year award in 2001. Additionally, the Office of the State Attorney for the 18th Judicial Circuit presented him with its Leadership Award in 2009.

Vogel holds education degrees from Rollins College and from Florida Atlantic University.
Candidates for Doctoral Degrees

College of Arts and Humanities

AMY J. BARNICKEL
Texts and Technology
Major Advisor: Dr. Melody Bowdon

CHRISTINA RENEE KAPP
Texts and Technology
Major Advisor: Dr. James Campbell

ALISSA BARBER TORRES
Texts and Technology
Major Advisor: Dr. Melody Bowdon

College of Business Administration

ROBERT LEE PORTER
Business Administration
Major Advisor: Dr. Cameron Ford

College of Education

DIDEM AKYUZ
Education
Major Advisor: Dr. Juli K. Dixon

MICHAEL DENNIS ARMBRUSTER
Educational Leadership
Major Advisor: Dr. Rosemarye Taylor

MICHAEL CARY ARNETT
Educational Leadership
Major Advisor: Dr. William Bozeman

GABRIEL BERRIO
Education
Major Advisor: Dr. Suzanne Martin

LORRIE BELK BUTLER
Education
Major Advisor: Dr. Suzanne Martin

DANIEL DUTKOFSKI
Education
Major Advisor: Dr. Stephen Sivo

JUDITH L. HOLCOMB
Education
Major Advisor: Dr. Abraham Pizam
Major Advisor: Dr. E. H. Robinson III

GRACE KERR KELLERMEIER
Education
Major Advisor: Dr. Stephen Sivo
Major Advisor: Dr. Joyce Nutta

EARNEY FRANCIS LASTEN
Education
Major Advisor: Dr. Abraham Pizam

FRANK C. MCDONALD
Education
Major Advisor: Dr. Bobby JeanPierre

KELLY J. SEMRAD
Education
Major Advisor: Dr. Robertico Croes

MARK E. SHANOFF
Educational Leadership
Major Advisor: Dr. William Bozeman

JAMES D. SHORT
Educational Leadership
Major Advisor: Dr. Rosemarye Taylor

JOYCE OVEREND SMOLIK
Education
Major Advisor: Dr. Bobby JeanPierre
KEVIN CHARLES SNYDER  
Educational Leadership  
Major Advisor: Dr. Rosa Cintrón

ILENE E. WILKINS  
Education  
Major Advisor: Dr. Suzanne Martin

SHANNON RENEE SOMMELLA  
Educational Leadership  
Major Advisor: Dr. Rosemarye Taylor

College of Engineering and Computer Science

NAVID AMINI MANESH  
Mechanical Engineering  
Major Advisor: Dr. Ranganthan Kumar

CUONG QUOC NGUYEN  
Mechanical Engineering  
Major Advisor: Dr. Jayanta S. Kapat  
Major Advisor: Dr. Reda R. Mankbadi

CHRISTOPHER ANDRZEJCZAK  
Industrial Engineering  
Major Advisor: Dr. Waldemar Karwowski

RUI PENG  
Computer Science  
Major Advisor: Dr. Kien A. Hua

JIANGMIN CHUNYU  
Electrical Engineering  
Major Advisor: Dr. Zhihua Qu

SHIRISH ANANTVAIBHAV PETHE  
Electrical Engineering  
Major Advisor: Dr. Neelkanth G. Dhere

JASON JOHN GAUCI  
Computer Science  
Major Advisor: Dr. Kenneth O. Stanley

LEONARD POLLARD III  
Industrial Engineering  
Major Advisor: Dr. Linda Malone

KYONGSUN LEE  
Industrial Engineering  
Major Advisor: Dr. Gene Lee

PARVEEN SACHDEVA  
Mechanical Engineering  
Major Advisor: Dr. Ranganathan Kumar

ANTJE LEMBCKE  
Industrial Engineering  
Major Advisor: Dr. Linda Malone

SHAN SUN  
Electrical Engineering  
Major Advisor: Dr. Zheng John Shen  
Major Advisor: Dr. Jiann S. Yuan

JUAN CARLOS LEON-BARTH  
Computer Engineering  
Major Advisor: Dr. Ronald DeMara  
Major Advisor: Dr. Avelino Gonzalez

AMAR RAJA THIRAVIAM  
Industrial Engineering  
Major Advisor: Dr. Linda Malone

YOU LI  
Electrical Engineering  
Major Advisor: Dr. Juin J. Liou

ANIKET A. VARTAK  
Electrical Engineering  
Major Advisor: Dr. Wasfy B. Mikhael

FUYU LIU  
Computer Science  
Major Advisor: Dr. Kien A. Hua

PING WANG  
Computer Science  
Major Advisor: Dr. Cliff C. Zou

JARUWAN MESIT  
Computer Science  
Major Advisor: Dr. Ratan K. Guha

EHSAN YAKHSHI TAFTI  
Mechanical Engineering  
Major Advisor: Dr. Ranganathan Kumar  
Major Advisor: Dr. Hyoung J. Cho
College of Health and Public Affairs

WILLIAM BRIAN BURNS
Public Affairs
Major Advisor: Dr. Ronnie Korosec

HASAN KARACA
Public Affairs
Major Advisor: Dr. Naim Kapucu

JOSEPH ALEXANDER FERRANDINO
Public Affairs
Major Advisor: Dr Thomas Wan

JAY M. SCHAEFER
Public Affairs
Major Advisor: Dr. Stephen T. Holmes

College of Medicine

HEDVIKA DAVIS
Biomedical Sciences
Major Advisor: Dr. James J. Hickman

MEENAKSHI PUTHUCODE BALAKRISHNAN
Biomedical Sciences
Major Advisor: Dr. Antonis Zervos

SOUMYA JAGANATHAN
Biomedical Sciences
Major Advisor: Dr. James Turkson

College of Nursing

MARY ELIZABETH GUIMOND
Nursing
Major Advisor: Dr. Mary Lou Sole

AMMA SEWAH-BONSU
Nursing Practice
Major Advisor: Dr. Diane Wink

College of Optics & Photonics

WILSON ARIEL CABA
Optics
Major Advisor: Dr. Glenn Boreman

PANOMSAK MEEMON
Optics
Major Advisor: Dr. Jannick Rolland

CLAUDIU MARIUS CIRLOGANU
Optics
Major Advisor: Dr. Eric Van Stryland
Major Advisor: Dr. David Hagan

PETER D. OLSZAK, SR.
Optics
Major Advisor: Dr. David Hagan
Major Advisor: Dr. Eric Van Stryland

MICHAEL HEMMER
Optics
Major Advisor: Dr. Martin Richardson

HUBERT PASCAL SEIGNEUR
Optics
Major Advisor: Dr. Winston V. Schoenfeld
Major Advisor: Dr. Michael N. Leuenberger

MEIZI JIAO
Optics
Major Advisor: Dr. Shin-Tson Wu
College of Sciences

CAROLINA DEL CARMEN ANDRADE  
Chemistry  
Major Advisor: Dr. Kevin D. Belfield

DEBORAH JEAN BARR  
Sociology  
Major Advisor: Dr. James Wright

CHRISTOPHER GORDON BROWN  
Physics  
Major Advisor: Dr. Martin Richardson

ANINDARUPA CHUNDER  
Chemistry  
Major Advisor: Dr. Lei Zhai

NICOLAS DOUGUET  
Physics  
Major Advisor: Dr. Viatcheslav Kokoouline  
Major Advisor: Dr. Maurice Raoult

SHRUBA GANGOPADHYAY  
Chemistry  
Major Advisor: Dr. Artem E. Masunov

SATYENDER GOEL  
Chemistry  
Major Advisor: Dr. Artem E. Masunov

JAMES S. GUNTER  
Psychology  
Major Advisor: Dr. Barbara A. Fritzsche

ROBERT J. MACKE  
Physics  
Major Advisor: Dr. Daniel T. Britt

MARY ELIZABETH MANJEROVIC  
Conservation Biology  
Major Advisor: Dr. Jane M. Waterman  
Major Advisor: Dr. Chris L. Parkinson

RICARDO F. MARTINS  
Modeling and Simulation  
Major Advisor: Dr. Thomas Clarke

GERO A. NOOTZ  
Physics  
Major Advisor: Dr. Eric Van Stryland

DAVIN ALLEN PAVLAS  
Psychology  
Major Advisor: Dr. Eduardo Salas

STEPHEN L. N. H. RHODEN  
Chemistry  
Major Advisor: Dr. Diego J. Diaz

ERIN KRISTEN HOLLAND SAITTA  
Chemistry  
Major Advisor: Dr. Cherie Geiger

SOURANGSU SARKAR  
Chemistry  
Major Advisor: Dr. Lei Zhai

CAROL ANN THORNSON  
Psychology  
Major Advisor: Dr. Barbara A. Fritzsche  
Major Advisor: Dr. Huy Le
Candidates for Education Specialist

NASUNDRA LATRISH BROWN
Educational Leadership
Major Advisor: Dr. Janet McGee

JENNIFER LEIGH EISENMENGER
Education
Major Advisor: Dr. Stacy Van Horn
Major Advisor: Dr. Glenn Lambie

NATALEE NATASHA PEART
Educational Leadership
Major Advisor: Dr. Janet McGee

SONIA SMITH
Educational Leadership
Major Advisor: Dr. Janet McGee

Candidates for Master of Fine Arts

SHELLEY MARSH COOPER
Theatre

PIETRO CORTELLI
Theatre

MICHAEL JAMES DIAZ
Film

HARMONY MCCHESNEY
Theatre

JESSE JAY ROSS II
Creative Writing

MEGAN WILEY TSURUMAKI
Theatre

MATTHEW L. WALSH
Digital Media
Candidates for Master's Degrees

College of Arts and Humanities

Master of Arts
Digital Media MA-Visual Language & Interactive Media Track
Chelsea Rene Guthrie
John Maynard Rife III

English MA-Literary, Cultural, and Textual Studies Track
Zachary Todd Hyde
Rebecca Jane Shevlin

English MA-Technical Communications Track
Katherine Keaton Borok

History MA
Hunter Davis Shaw

History MA-Public History Track
Michael David Niedermeyer

Music MA
Aaron Christopher Kohl
David James Redman
Brian Christopher Wood

Spanish MA
Juan E. Parra

Teaching English (TESOL) MA
Patria A. Alcantara
Robert W. Bushong II
Hoyoung Lee
Amanda Leigh Morris
Joshua B. Morris
Eunhye Yoo

Theatre MA
Kyung Mee Joo

Master of Science
Interactive Entertainment MS
Seth Allison
Maxie Charles Antinone
Gregory Jon Armstrong
Jared Avnet
Jaquelyn Bacal
Michael Jacob Bauerlein
Loren Karel Bordas
Micah Jared Brown
Michael C. Burl

Stephen Carlos Cano
Jorge Charles Capote
Camden Clutter
Alexander Melville Cowan
Jonathan H. Dunsmoor
Alfonso Dario Farfan, Jr.
Amanda W. Garza
Patricia Gomes
Shadi Halabi
Brewster Hayles
Alexander Howell
Steven Christopher Julson
Jeremy Ryan Jung
Anthony Karabaich
Thomas Summerlee Kenney
Andrew L. Kincaid
Jonathan Michael Lindell
José Luis López-Zurita
Brian Maricle
Andrew R Massari
Cecil Sean McRae
Wade Douglas Merritt
Giancarlo Montalbano
Christopher Motola
Joseph A. Palmer
Fernando Perdomo Abella
Nicholas Huu-Ninh Pham
Gerard Reynolds Pianta
Ryan Karl Rauschkolb
Reinaldo Rivera
Bryan James Roth
William J.C. Sellinger III
Jacqueline Nicole Smith
Eli Stevenson
Corbin Supak
Alexandra Piedad Toro
Gabriel Emilio Vasco
Ivan Nicolas Velez
Jay Weatherstone
College of Business Administration

Master in Sport Business Management

Sport Business Management MSBM
Dean Nathaniel Easterling

Master of Business Administration

Business Administration MBA-Lockstep Evening MBA Track
Christina G. Aguinaldo
Ashar Ahmad
Rana Fawwaz Ayoub
Alexander Bartkin
Loubna Bennoussa
David R. Benoit
Sandeep Vitthal Bhosale
David M. Bradford
Christopher J. Brodhead
Jeffrey Donald Brunell
Erica Marie Burkey
Christopher Angelo Calcagni
Kevin Lee Campbell
Caitlin Shea Carrier
Daniel R. Caudy
Tarek Y. Chehab
Paul Gerard Cinder
Christopher Michael Connolly II
Joslyn M. Dalton
Sara Marjorie Daniel
Devan Joel Dignan
John Durning
Cristina Patricia Dzialo
Cristina Nicole Ecks
Anne Marie Fleming
Tiia R. Fraebel
Jorge Ricardo Friguls
Lancen Eugene Fuller
Jessie Kalyn Gardner
Jaclyn Margaret Garris
Joel Edward German III
Rita De/Shawn Grayson
Marko Gruric
Loren A. Hathaway
Brian A. Hoff
Ling Huang
Kristin Lourdes Hurst
Ala Itayem
Rebecca Gene Ivy
Neza Kaj Janson
Margaret Augusta Johnson
Jessica Lauren Jones
Shahzad Ibrahim Jumani
Christopher J. Kaiser
Borica Karan
Jamile Marcell Kitnurse
Bobby Kwok
Jeffrey Shane Land
Margaret Megan Machaby
Johnathan D. Martinez
Carl P. Merenda
Cherif Adel Morgan
Lavera D. Morris
Austin Wayne Moss II
Kunal Motwani
Mark T. Muzzi
David Nabavi
Luke R. Partridge
Lisset Peralta
Barbara Plevy
Rodrigo Quintanar Gonzalez
Naomi Robinson
Christina Li Russell
Rodney Emerson Searce
Caitlin Schneider
Vinay A. Shah
Theodore Jason Spero
Duy Luong Ton-That
Bach Thanh Nhan Vo
Wei-Chen Wang
Natalie Michelle Welch
David Scott Wentworth
Kelly Jean Wentworth
Wesley Michael Whisner
Lyndsay Marie Worden

Business Administration MBA-MBA-Cohort 1 Year/Full-Time

Ana Marie Arabis
Christopher Michael D’Amore
Howard F. Fowler
Arytom Manukyan
Alison Evangeline Provost

Master of Science in Accounting

Accounting MSA
Lynn Marie Anderson
Brian Edward Balter
Joseph Allen Berelson, Jr.
Laura M. Blackstock
Stephanie O’dair Butler
Stephen Joseph Cagnina
Myrnelle Elie
Grace Yanfeng Feng
Michael Joseph Goodman
Lauren Celeste Hadley
Jeremy Cletus Helvey
Christopher Anthony Johnston
Eric E. Kahler
Patrick Michael Keach
Justin Samuel Knox
Wenjing Lai
Bradley Allan Lang
James Henry Lee III
Carlos Benjamin Lopez
Alfonso Lopez De Castilla
Madeleine B. Machuca
Angemir Martinez
James Francis McGuigan, Jr.
Geoffrey Andrew Mercado
Alexander Millian
Gyummo Ely Na
Charles Pakowitz
Rameela Prashad
William James Ryan
Aundre Wayne Davy Scott
Julia Alexandrovna Simchuk
Heath Jared Standorf
Luke Austin Storey
Lee Kyle Summerlin
Michael William Tufarelli
Carol Sue Weidner
Stephanie Leigh Weintraub

Master of Science in Taxation

Taxation MST
Nicole Marie Braham
Nathan Dorian Broyles
Andrew Mario Chmil
Daniel Allen Conn
Matthew Ryan Friedman
Alexandra Lauren Gentry
Retna Fialho Goncalves
Ashley Lynn Graham
Sara Beth Hill

Economics MS

Talita Simoes De Souza
Amanda Silvestri

Management Information Systems MS

Fatin Ismail Alhila
John Hoi Tung Li
Rebecca Del Carmen McNeely
Carlos Jose Moreno-Mantilla
Jeffrey Sabotin
Diane Marie Snyder
Ruishi Tao
College of Business Administration

Thomas Raymond Kelsey II
Tuan Dang Ma
Faylisa J. Massey
Regina Marie Mongelli
Melkevia Denisha Morris
Vanessa Rivera
Rusty Lee Sanders
College of Education

Master of Arts
Applied Learning and Instruction MA
Sharon Elizabeth Balavage
Padma Balmick
Amanda Louise Betlow
Lori A. Kress

Art Education MA
Stephanie Ann Jordan
Jennifer Ann Kessler

Career and Technical Education MA
Wanda Mina Lee Ann Melchor
Alana R. Stevens

Counselor Education MA-Mental Health Counseling Track
Sherita Wilson Abram
Tiffany Anne Byrne
Jessica Marie DeGeorge
Divya Seenu Kasturi
Ashley Nicole MacClary
Lori Beth McMillen
Melissa Ann McMillen
Rotem Moshe
Tanya A. Oquendo
Faith E. Sikora
Lisa Michelle Valentine

Counselor Education MA-School Counseling Track
Daren Yinca Caine
Morgan L. Champion
Jessica Leigh Daniels
Jessica Denise Dickson
Ashley Marie Gero
Heather A. Jones
Amy Osbun-Rapp
Heidi Lee Pellegrini

Curriculum and Instruction MA
Abigail Marie Johnston
Jeffrey W. Weisberger

Early Childhood Development and Education MA
Ellen Teresa O'Shaughnessy

Educational Leadership MA-Higher Education-Community College Education Track
Rudolph Leroy Darden
Joshua J. Dodge
Jessica Hearns
Lauren Nicole Johnson
Caroline Le

Gurpreet Mehta
Sandra Anne Sullivan
Amy L. Torsrud

Mathematics Education MA-Middle School Math Track
Mark Jeffrey Moss

Science Education MA-Science Education Chemistry Track
Jaime Lynn Hope
Renee Elise Sackett

Social Science Education MA
Kenneth A. Ashby
Lawren Hamilton Crowson
Charles Henry Cummings
Michael Joseph Farrell
Esther Michaud
Ryan Matthew Moore
Kimberly Anne Paternoster
Jessica Richards
Marrissa Deann Southwell
Olen Dean Stonerook II

Sport and Fitness MA-Health/Wellness and Applied Exercise Physiology Track
Paul Douglas Carrington

Sport and Fitness MA-Sport Leadership and Coaching Track
John Morgan Britt
William Byron Bronga
Alton Dorian Clark
Natalie Dawn Clark
Shanel L. Davidson
Michael Brent Ferguson
Molly Gentry Fitzsimons
Amanda Michelle McCarthy
Jerryl Dennard Randolph
Jordan Tyler Richards
Brock Ray Sakey
Roberto C. Sasso
Stephanie Dayle Shaw
Kristen Louise Smithers
Drew C. Speraw
LaToya Andrea Williams

Exceptional Student Education K-12/ESOL MA-Varying Exceptions MA Track
Lisa D. Brett
Lisa Dianne Gamble
Lynn M. Gerard
Lakisha Marie Graham
Naomi Jessica Leather
Michele Betty Morrison
Brandi Nicole Pietila
Patrick Luis Rocha
Kristine A. Roman
Asley Winston Stennett
Lisa Marie Ward

Marriage and Family Therapy MA
Meghann Katherine Collins
Mariel Colon-Paris
Amrita Kaur Kataria
Shandra K. Melick
Shazia Mirza
Stephanie Ruth Padro
Margaret Anne Thomas
Lauren Nicole Walters
Brittany Nichole Whitaker

Mathematics Education MA-Middle School Math Track
Mark Jeffrey Moss

Science Education MA-Science Education Chemistry Track
Jaime Lynn Hope
Renee Elise Sackett

Social Science Education MA
Kenneth A. Ashby
Lawren Hamilton Crowson
Charles Henry Cummings
Michael Joseph Farrell
Esther Michaud
Ryan Matthew Moore
Kimberly Anne Paternoster
Jessica Richards
Marrissa Deann Southwell
Olen Dean Stonerook II

Sport and Fitness MA-Health/Wellness and Applied Exercise Physiology Track
Paul Douglas Carrington

Sport and Fitness MA-Sport Leadership and Coaching Track
John Morgan Britt
William Byron Bronga
Alton Dorian Clark
Natalie Dawn Clark
Shanel L. Davidson
Michael Brent Ferguson
Molly Gentry Fitzsimons
Amanda Michelle McCarthy
Jerryl Dennard Randolph
Jordan Tyler Richards
Brock Ray Sakey
Roberto C. Sasso
Stephanie Dayle Shaw
Kristen Louise Smithers
Drew C. Speraw
LaToya Andrea Williams

Exceptional Student Education K-12/ESOL MA-Varying Exceptions MA Track
Lisa D. Brett
Lisa Dianne Gamble
Lynn M. Gerard
Lakisha Marie Graham
Naomi Jessica Leather
Michele Betty Morrison
Brandi Nicole Pietila
Patrick Luis Rocha
Kristine A. Roman
Asley Winston Stennett
Lisa Marie Ward

Marriage and Family Therapy MA
Meghann Katherine Collins
Mariel Colon-Paris
Amrita Kaur Kataria
Shandra K. Melick
Shazia Mirza
Stephanie Ruth Padro
Margaret Anne Thomas
Lauren Nicole Walters
Brittany Nichole Whitaker
College of Education

Early Childhood Education MEd-Early Literacy Track
Shane Stephen Starrak

Education Media-Instructional Technology MEd
Darlene Agress
Lisa Michele Markham

Educational Leadership MEd
John Steven Antmann
James P. Bleecker
Marilyn Roncone Burger
William Gonzalez
Elizabeth M. Green
Emily A. Pisciello
Sohira Elena Sarmiento
Meghan Elizabeth Savard
Chana Marie Speir

Elementary Education MEd
Robin Whitney Bennett
Leslie Ann Moore
Rebecca Ellen Pacuch
Conny Silvers Patel
Stephanie Kara Shirley
Jessica M. Thomas
Sinya Regina Wilson

Exceptional Student Education MEd-Varying Exceptions MEd Track
Kristin Joy Adams
Sandra Ruth Harper
Emily Anne Jessup
Shauna Lee Lasbury
Sarah Elizabeth Poor-Drewes
Ingram Rivera
Alexander Gregory Schmitt
Brenda R. Vroman
LaToya Shanite Wiley
Lovelle Lowita Wright

K-8 Math and Science MEd
Amy Renee López

Mathematics Education MEd
Laura Sanders Dietz
Kristy Ann Logue
Courtney Ann Pio
Jennifer Lynne Purnell

Reading Education MEd
Lindsey Diane Blackwell
Melinda S. Giallella
Samantha Jane Hartmann
Rupa H. Karandikar
Stacey Noel O’Connor
Nicole Mary Schaefer
Natalie Lauren Scott
Jamie Denise Smith
Anne-Margret Mcgeary Strudgeon
Tracey-Ann Trail

Science Education MEd
April Renee Goff
Leeona Melinda Sanders

Social Science Education MEd
Katrina Norris Gaither

Teacher Leadership MEd
Jennifer Jeannine Bellerive
Ilene Kauffman Haney

Master of Science

Early Childhood Development and Education MS
Lap V. Nguyen
College of Engineering and Computer Science

Master of Science

Civil Engineering MS-Structures and Geotechnical Engineering Track
Paul Richard DiCicco
Robert Edward Nyström
Subir Tamrakar
Christopher Michael Vanek

Civil Engineering MS-Transportation System Engineering Track
Fraya Helena Cassier
Kelly Keone Daacon
Kevin J. Edwards
William Joseph Fischer
Nicolas Leon
Ronald Eli Schoen
Janey Bianca Walls
Christopher David Webb
Syed Muhammad Zaier Abbas Zaidi

Computer Science MS

Clayton Allen Andrews
Sarah Kathleen Applegate
Cynthia LeAyn Atherton
Robertson Charles Augustine
Lu Cheng
Sonal Gadia
Omar Abdulhamid Hemmali
Yiu Yu Ho
Tad Robert Litwiller
Lavanya Manne
Antoniyi Kostadinova Petkova
Travis Jared Roe
Joseph Edward Tilley III
Zhengkai Wu
Junyao Zhang

Digital Forensics MS

Michal Mark Cendrowski
Stephen Andrew Grimes
William Cornelious Long IV
Gary William Lopater
Christian Tang

Digital Forensics MS-Professional Track - DGF MS
Nick Anthony Biasini
Richard Harold Creighton
Eric Wayne Daniel
Peter William McGovern
Charles James Troell, Jr.

Digital Forensics MS-Science/Computing Track
Brett W. Hodges

Environmental Engineering MS

Kurt Karl Ivan Westerlund

Environmental Engineering MS-Environmental Engineering Science Track
Jumoke O. Faboroade

Industrial Engineering MS-Engineering Management Track
Olga Abouazza
Katriana Carolina Gaubeca
Leigh Anne Gelinis
Maria Cristina Gonzalez
Monta L. Harrell
Krista Marie Hayes
Alejandra Sofia Hernandez
Osamh Ibrahim Khan
Matthew Nicholas Lai
Josh Lumseyai
Jennifer Alexandra Menjivar
Jose Miguel Ramirez
David Milton Rhodes
Masoud M. Tarihi
Manuel H. Torres
Dolmary G. Villasmil
Jonathan Vivanco
Fabio Zavagnini

Industrial Engineering MS-Human Engineering and Ergonomics Track
Thomas D. Fincannon

Industrial Engineering MS-Manufacturing Engineering Track
Jamie Montes

Industrial Engineering MS-Quality Engineering Track
Reza Hajjirdehstani
Jyoti Joshi
Udai R. Mathur

Industrial Engineering MS-Simulation Modeling and Analysis Track
Benjamin J. Dubiel

Modeling and Simulation-ENGR MS
John Jairo Aedo
Bryan Edward Bross
Christopher Logan Fiorella
Seng Lee Koh
Morgan Lee Peters
Lingling Sik
Shiju Oommen Zacharia

Technology MS

Ezioma Susan Aike
Joseph Charles Balchunas
Dhankumari Jagjernath III
Frederick John Kaiser
Russell T. Ludwigson
Robert D. Matews II
Eric Hessom Morse

Master of Science in Aerospace Engineering

Aerospace Engineering MSAE-Space Systems Design and Engineering Track
Wesley L. Johnson

Aerospace Engineering MSAE-Thermofluid Aerodynamic Systems Design and Engineering Track
Colleen Brooke Kellam Daniels
Jan Heinrich Marsh

Master of Science in Computer Engineering

Computer Engineering MSCpE
Philip Samuel Bell
Jonathan Carmine Carbone
Francisco Mendoza
Adriana Kirsten Ogasawara
Abirami Mangai Poonkundran

Master of Science in Electrical Engineering

Electrical Engineering MSEE
Ronald Raymond Cardoso
Sonya Elizabeth Crofton
Robert Jason Dumbaugh
Nicholas Prince Falgiatore
Guillermo Jose Gonzalez
Christopher McMurray Hamilton
Syed Naveed Imran
Phillip Leslie Jean-Jumeau
Kalyan Krishna Karnati
Ekavut Kritchanchai
Troy Thomas Leclerc
Lei Liu
Wen Liu
Sergio Darien Lopez
Shauna Sue McCartney
Saisitaram Ramesh
John Michael Szilagyi
Xuexin Wang
Boyi Yang
College of Engineering and Computer Science

Master of Science in
Industrial Engineering

Industrial Engineering MSIE
Josephine Melissa Acosta
Carol Maria Corredor
Robert Anthony Fischer, Jr.
Angela P. Martínez-Díaz
Darshan David Drescher Murphy
Ian Roderick Antonio Waite

Master of Science in
Materials Science and
Engineering

Materials Science and Engineering
MSMSE
Nicholas Christopher Bell
Omkar Chandrakant Bhave
David Patrick Summerlot
Jean-Paul Vega-Garcia
Chengyu Yang
Xuejun Zhang

Master of Science in
Mechanical Engineering

Mechanical Engineering MSME-
Mechanical Systems Track
Thomas Gil Hilaga
Brendan Daniel McMahon

Mechanical Engineering MSME-
Professional Track
Jonathan Lumseyfai
Ryan Timmer McClure

Mechanical Engineering MSME-
Thermo-Fluids Track
Jonathan K. Partridge
Santiago R. Salazar
Michael Ryan Sterkel
Nghia Van Trong Tran
College of Graduate Studies

Master of Arts

Interdisciplinary Studies MA

Joanna L. Eisele
College of Health and Public Affairs

Master of Arts

Communication Sciences and Disorders
MA
Susan Abrahms-Claxton
Saubira Adam
Anaisha Brathwaite
Janine Alicia Campos
Crystal Beth Creely
Sabina Rosalis Feliz
Megan Siobhan Frey
Lucille Patalano Funderburk
Edwin A. Gamboa
Lauren Elaine Gilberti
Deborah Allison Gober
Katie Jean Hess
Karla Elizabeth Jackson
Melissa Rae Johns
Laura Rae Lander
Juliet N. Leon
Amy Elizabeth Lieble
Nya Lynn
Giandi Antoinette Marchena
Karene Danielle McCalla
Elizabeth Kathrynn McKinnon
Amanda K. Merlin
Jaime Leigh Miale-Harris
Tiffani Rochayne Mogg
Cara Louise Nagele
Jenah E. Nugent
Kristen M. O’Leary
Cortnee Mechelle Patterson
Melissa L. Pusateri
Kathryn Doyle Rincón
Jennifer K. Scott
Stephanie Rose Snyder
Margaret Oneill Strait
Lauren Y. Walter

Communication Sciences and Disorders
MA-Communication Disorders
Consortium Track
Sarah McClain Boyle
Shauna Beth Fredricks
Christie L. Williams

Master of Nonprofit Management
Nonprofit Management MNM
Virginia Haley Askew
Ruth Erin Brooks
Maryem Vemuri Camargo
Lisa M. Cespedes
Cathy Ann Claud
Wendy C. Dorival

Lyndora Frazier
Kelly Ann Gormley
Desirae Julette Grant
Melissa Dawn Hall
Alyson Hayes
Thaykhoum Inthirajvongsy
Jenna Rochelle Mitzner
Megan Hall Mueller
Lauren Margaret Nelson
Kristy Roseberry
Alexis Nannette Senge
Robert K. Stephens
Shandra Michelle Stringer
Caroline Rose Thompson
Alexander Jordan Tisdail
Kristen Mary Waylen

Chelsey Ann Thorp
Allyson Courtney Walker

Criminal Justice MS-CJ - Research Track
Amy Katherine Byrne
Laura Beth Lamphere
Nicole Wallin Terwilliger

Health Sciences MS-Health Services Administration Track
Sara Danielle Afonso
Rebecca J. Champion
Elizabeth Jasmine Chen
Tayler Harding
Lisa Maria Hartman
Shakeitha Zarra Henfield
Kenya Martin
Jeffrey William Mignone
Joseph James Palermo
Scott Alexander Rimmer
Megan Adele Robbins
Leslie Michelle Roper
Judith A. Samuels
Sheila Marie Schmitt
Claudine Natalie Simmons
Mary Amanda Weems Smallwood
Stephanie Erma Smart
Adam Pierce Yerkes

Master of Public Administration
Public Administration MPA
Kristin Kathleen Aiello
Naureen Ansari
Ronald Edward Daniels II
Viviana Giraldo
Shannon Anne Groebe
Elizabeth Minter Helff
Brandy Centeria Johnson
Jarrod Scott Little
Amanda Mari Milliron
Shariia Wray Tolliver
Kathleen Marie Vandervoort
Keith Fenton Wall

Master of Science
Criminal Justice MS
Scott Nicholas DeGraff

Criminal Justice MS-CJ - Professional Track
Gloria Beckner Cockman
Robert Jennings Diehl
Adam John Gentry
Marci Jordan Hendrix
Christina Ann Hickok
Christopher Allen Holt
Jennifer Elizabeth Richardson
Carlos Angel Rosa
Heather Christina Savoia
John Joseph Schaal, Jr.
Catherine Christian Schaeffer
ShellyAnn Karina Seegobin
Veronica Alejandra Soto
Evan Lee Tannenbaum
Jonathan W. Thervil

Social Work MSW
Jaime Lynn Bridges
Lysa Diane Dunston
Lindsey E. Komara
Emily Jane Anjani Mohabir
Nannette F. Nicholson
Jill L. Sheldon
Jean Elizabeth Smoczynski
College of Medicine

Master of Science

Biotechnology MS

Stephenie Michele Alvarado
Pouya Alexander Ameli
Akanksha Baharanani
Sarah Elizabeth Neel

Molecular Biology and Microbiology
MS-MMB (MS) Non-Thesis Track

Camilla Troncon Ambivero
Melissa Arce
Helen Gisela Burress
Janet Marie Dowding
Darin Keay Edwards
Jeffrey Travis Hatcher
Shahanawaz Sherali Jiwani
Sandeep Kumar
Anusha Naganathan
Alejandra Maria Petrilli Guinart
Supriyo Ray
Lisa Beth Ritchey
Arpita Avijit Roy
Brian Christopher Schanen
Bhaswati Sengupta
Wenjun Song
Yuting Song
Minpei Wang
Melissa Suzanne Wason
Jixiang Xia
Xiaolei Zhang
Yue Zhou

Molecular Biology and Microbiology
MS-MMB (MS) Thesis Track

Liang Li
Christopher Jordan Mallard
College of Nursing

Master of Science in Nursing

Nursing MS-Adult Nurse Practitioner Track

Sara Marie Bollenback
Kristin Ann Hennings
Christine Margoni Otranto
Rachel Perricone
Lashawna Denise Perry
Richard P. Schill, Jr.
Deidre Lynee Sferazza

Nursing MS-Family Nurse Practitioner Track

Vanetta Elissia Anderson
Kimberly Lynn Evangelista
Erica Diane Harden
Hea Lyoungee Lee
Monica Maria Del Pilar Miller
Joslyn Clark O’Connor
Tanya Jean Pike
Shannon Marie Ratke
Cheryl L. Saben
Jennifer Greenfield Schneider
Heidi Lynn Shaw
Kaylyn Marie Smith
Sarah Indian Smith
Sarah Anne Vauiso

Nursing MS-Leadership and Management Track

Lisa Van Fleet Bowman
Karen Elizabeth Brennan
Ashley Marie Broadway
Stacy Jean Brazzinski
Elizabeth H. Smith
Teresa Kathleen Sparks Libby
Patricia Donohue Weiss

Nursing MS-Nurse Educator Track

Janice Wolfe Delahunty
Katherine Jeanne Dorminy
Holly Lynn Hermann
Tsahai Zalika Hewitt
Jacqueline Helen Hugar
Amanda Brynne Huggins
Nancy Jocilien
Erica Lashanta Mulberry
Rebecca Annette Norton
Ijeoma Esther Ofohansi
Barbara Jean O’Neal
Stacey Lynn Raimundo
Mercedes Veronica Roberts
Danielle Marie Walker

Nursing MS-Pediatric Nurse Practitioner Track

Stephanie Thompson King
Karen Mingo
Jennifer Leigh Seekford
Stacia Ethelyn Wares
College of Optics and Photonics

Master of Science

Optics MS
Nicholas Paul Barbieri
Ryan Casey Boutwell
Matthew Thomas Falanga
Shima Fardad
Linna Li
Yuan Liu
Jonathan Muzyka McGuire
Dylan Green Moses
Brian Pendergast
Alessandro Salandrino
College of Sciences

Master of Arts

Anthropology MA
Sarah Jane Roberts

Anthropology MA-Archaeological Investigations in Forensics and Human Adaptation Track
Andrew Peter Tetlow

Anthropology MA-Cultural Competence Track
Danielle Verplanck

Applied Experimental and Human Factors Psychology MA
Elizabeth Hunter Lazzara
David Alan Schuster
Grant Stephen Taylor

Applied Sociology MA
Deneisha R. Leggett
Anna Colleen Turner

Clinical Psychology MA
Niyatee Sukumaran

Communication MA-Interpersonal Communication Track
Holly Marie Dickmeyer
Kim Elizabeth Long
Laura Renee Lord

Communication MA-Mass Communication Track
Jessica Elizabeth Baker
Sara Elizabeth Barrios
Maya Tamika Forrester
Heather Jealene Halter
Rebekah Mary Lane
Danielle Jean Longway
Erin E. Lovell
Lan-Marie Dianne Malin
Lee Henry Williams II

Political Science MA-International Studies Track
Bonnie Marie Schickler

Christina Marie Trexler
Rosanna Maria Tursi

Clinical Psychology MS
Danielle Marie Lindner
Dustin E. Sarver
Elizabeth Barbara Schuster

Forensic Science MS-Forensic Analysis Track
Christopher Michael Moody
Katie Margaret White

Industrial and Organizational Psychology MS
Jong Oh Hwang
Howin Tsang

Mathematical Science MS
Stephanie Ann Melzer
Luis Guillermo Negron

Mathematical Science MS-Industrial Mathematics Track
Minzhe Pan

Modeling and Simulation-COS MS
Jeremy Ray Flynn
Yinghua Hu
Yun Weng
Michael Xynidis

Physics MS
Jyoti Katoch
Simranjeet Singh
James W. Westover
Zhenyu Zhou

Statistical Computing MS-Data Mining Track
Zhenyu Zhou
Rosen College of Hospitality Management

Master of Science

Hospitality and Tourism Management
MS

Kelly T. Kaak
Amanda Patanaphan
Theresa Marie Perry
Brian Peter Rodino
Sivika Saenyanupap
YunYing Zhong
Baccalaureate Honors and Recognition

University Honors – The Burnett Honors College

To graduate with University Honors, the student must complete 12 hours of Honors lower-division coursework, an Honors Symposium, and upper-division Honors course requirements in his or her college or major.

- Allison Asencio
- Mark Bacal
- Madison Bernath
- Rebecca Black
- Sheila Bliss
- Heidi Bolduc
- Zackery Brady
- David Buric
- Mara Campbell
- Kathryn Collier
- Schadrick Collins
- Lauren Collman
- Lawrence-Stuart Cruz
- Christopher Current
- Clinton Curvin
- Guneshi De Mel
- John De Sousa
- Jessica Dombrowski
- Jackie Esquiaqui
- Megan Gregory
- Megan Harwell
- Amy Irons
- Catherine Kohrt
- Mary Korte
- Jessica Lab
- Katie Lee
- Evan Mateer
- Shannon Moran
- Joseph Morton
- Rebecca Netz
- Ramvineeth Nitta
- Jennifer Ordonez
- Matthew Parker
- Catherine Perrault
- Brandon Peters
- Travis Pigion
- Alexander Pirela
- Gregory Prado
- Lydia Quinn
- Aladdin Riad
- Antonio Rodriguez
- Emily Schlotterbeck
- Tara Schutt
- James Sexton
- Matthew Spahr
- Rachael Spangenberg
- Bianca Tarrant
- Kevin Tiller
- Timothy Travis
- Laura Tuller
- Jonathan Villadolid
- Kristopher Walsh
- Fang Wang
- Sara Williamson
- Kelsey Wilson

Honors in the Major

- Naseer Ahmed
  Mechanical Engineering
- Eric Austin
  Political Science-Pre-Law
- Christopher Baltazar
  English Language Arts
  Education
- Phillip Beitelman
  History
- Christina Bryan
  Psychology
- Jon Didier
  Art – BFA
- Iassen Donov
  International and Global Studies
- Reyna Ecker
  Psychology
- Jessica Fredeman
  Philosophy
- Megan Gregory
  Psychology
- Konstantin Kimlat
  Philosophy
- Michael Gyurnek
  Anthropology
- Ashley Hughes
  Psychology
- James Humphries
  Electrical Engineering
- Benjamin Hyman
  Psychology
- Sabrina Jackson
  Interpersonal/Organization
  Communication
- YoungWoo Joh
  Physics
- Sara Khaledpour
  Psychology
- Jessica Lowell
  Anthropology
- Adam Lydon
  Theatre Studies
- Evan Mateer
  History
- Rebecca Mordente
  Elementary Education
- Jordan Munizzi
  Anthropology
Greg Natsui  
Aerospace Engineering

Jessica Oldham  
History

Timothy Paskowski  
Psychology

Eduardo Rodriguez  
Interdisciplinary Studies

JoAnne Thorn  
Psychology

Johana Vesga  
Political Science-International Relations

Courtney Walmer  
Political Science-International Relations

Sara Williamson  
English - Literature

LEAD Scholars

Joel Charles Anderson  
Jaena Maria Ferguson  
Andrew John Mertens

Robert Andrew Aronowitz  
Donna A. Fiegel  
Chad Kameron Mills

Dana Rae Bakich  
Lindsay Carol Gartrell  
Elizabeth Ann Petit

Joseph Christopher Brickley  
Steven D. Goldstein  
Mallori Renee Phillips

Christopher Gerard Brunson  
Mark William Guelzow  
Amanda Elayne Roesch

Michelle Christine Casullo  
Stephanie Maritza Herdocia  
Dennis C. Seda

Kathryn Elizabeth Collier  
Samantha Christian Jablonski  
Timothy Lee Travis II

Jason Patrick De Petrillo  
Kayla Marie Jeffers  
Jesenia Marie Vargas Diaz

Kali Ryanne Dearmit  
Karen Michelle Johnson  
Victoria Vighetto

Kyle Wayne Deason  
Courtney Lynn Juergens  
Jonathan Michael Villadolid

Samantha Mary Derusso  
Carolyn Ruth Kaercher  
Darred King Williams

Christopher David Dunlap  
Catherine Ashley Kohrt  
Kelsey Ann Wilson

Courtney Deanna Ellis  
Andrea Elena Lanao  
Kacie Alyse Zavada

President’s Leadership Council

Ann-Marie Appiah

Catherine Ashley Kohrt

Rachael Erin Spangenberg

Jonathan Michael Villadolid

Air Force ROTC Commission

Heather R. Burns

Ian S. Cordell

Riley A. Graber

Dale W. Hatley

Catherine C. Schaeffer

William C. See

Kate A. Thielemann

Kristoffer S. Wiese

Army ROTC Commission

 Totiro N. Clark

 Albert C. Galvan

 Kyle J. Viehman
Baccalaureate Honors

Baccalaureate Honors are conferred on those students who complete a minimum of 48 semester hours at UCF and attain an overall grade point average that falls in the top ten percent of all graduating students in the same college over the prior two-year period.

Honors are distinguished as follows:

- *** summa cum laude—students in the top 2.5 percent
- ** magna cum laude—students in the top five percent but not in the top 2.5 percent
- * cum laude—students in the top ten percent but not in the top five percent

The asterisk (*) appears as indicated above next to the name of each graduate who may qualify for Baccalaureate Honors.

Because records for the final term are incomplete at the time the commencement program is printed and final term grades may affect relative rankings and overall GPA, indication in the program of graduation with Honors is presumptive rather than conclusive.

Baccalaureate Honors list cutpoints are available at: [http://www.iroffice.ucf.edu/character/honorscutpoints.html](http://www.iroffice.ucf.edu/character/honorscutpoints.html)
Candidates for Bachelor's Degrees

College of Arts and Humanities

Bachelor of Arts

Art BA
Kelly Allen
Hiba Almasri
Krystia Giovanna Arocho
Laura Sofia Cardozo
Lauren Carol Duff
Barbara Leigh Epperley
Bryan Philip Goldstein
Christen McKenzie Hauenstein
Adam Christopher Lind
Percy Hudson Nelson
Charles Vincent Nugent IV
Phong V. Phan
Amber Denine Quattlebaum
Sarah Kathleen Robison
Carlo Romeo Ramirez Tuzon
Catherine Elizabeth Weaver

Art BA-Art History Track
Maayan Eckstein
Kelly Michelle Floyd
Kelly Elizabeth Malmquist
Kylie Sage McLaughlin
Alexis Katherine Medina
Alexander Childs Newman
Laura Inez Pinsonneault
Scott Jordan Silver
Kelly Ann Simmons
Alicia Nicole Suskin
Brandi Nicole Yargo

Digital Media BA-Digital Interactive Systems
Jonathan Daniel Bostwick
Jeremiah Carey
Weston Jeffrey Danford
Stewart Tyler Davis
Kyle Wayne Deason
Francisco Dimitri Denis
Daniel Nathan Eisenshtat
Edrice Estivene
Joshua Kainoa Hale
Jerome Hardison, Jr.
Emily Renee Johnson
John Michael Katez
***Emily Kathleen Krebs

Luis A. Lugo
Krystal Meera Maniaram
Alexander David McCabe
Anne Rose Murphy
Daniel Richard Palumbo
Kelsie Jo Richardson
Rodney Dale Ritchey, Jr.
Elliott Alexander Smiggen
David Andrew Smith
Robert Jason Uehlinger
Jeffrey Joseph Walczak
Sherrick Boles Washington, Sr.
Harris Craig Weinreb
Sooksan Wongmanee

English BA-English-Creative Writing Track
Kaitlyn Debra Aylward
Daniel Raymond Bellini
Jacquelyn Brook Bennett
Krystina Marie Bennett
***Madison Strake Bernath
David Zachary Blackwell
Laura Sofia Cardozo
Eric Philip Carpenter
Melissa Katherine Collins
Kyle Camillo Coppa-Cross
Heather Rae Crider
Cathleen Sarah Durkin
Dustin Kelvin Eder
Harrison Shane Foreman
Sicinio Garcia, Jr.
Emily Gomez
Benjamin Kees Guzman
Elizabeth Frances Kline
Kathryn Alexis Lassiter
Gretha T. McCandele
Timothy Koehl McCormack
Curtis Eugene Meyer
Matthew John Ouellette
Sarah Marie Parlor
Amy Ruth Peritz
Elizabeth Ann Petit-Tompkins
Matthew Jordan Podschun
Luis Alberto Rodriguez, Jr.
Seychelle Rose
Shannon Marie Scallin
Erica Lynne Shaw
Stephanie Reynolds Shive

Michelle Agnes Snead
Samantha Stephens
Alexis M. Tidwell
Ryan Matthew Tullis
Derrick Paul Tunes
Jesenia Marie Vargas Diaz
Roberta Catherine Zmarzinski

English BA-English-Literature Track
Michelle L. Alghero
Elizabeth M. Alvarez
Carolina Arana
***Rebecca Ann Henry Brown
Joshua James Browne
Genovefa Anna Castiglione
Daniel M. Crawford
Bryana N. Dye
*Cali Lynn Eckler
Thomas Erik Engelhardt
Michelle Lynn Figueroado
Cassie Danielle Fransen
Kassandra Lorraine George
Alex Jon Goldfarb
Andrew B. Hackler
Elyse Nicole Hammonds
Stephanie Alana Insanali
Ates Isildak
Thomas Ian Johnson
Magda Viktoria Khalilov
Judith Anne Li
Sara L. Miller
Haralambos Naziridis
Jessica Leah Oldham
Melany Grace Ramsay
***Michael Steven Reid
***Alicia Dawn Satchfield
Whitney Ann Shumaker
Delila Cathleen Smally
*Rachael Erin Spangenberg
Thomas Brian Stone
Sarah Travis
*Sara Elizabeth Williamson
Rebecca JoAnn Youngblood

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
## College of Arts and Humanities

### English BA-English-Techical Communication Track
- Lori Ann Blough
- John Nicholas De Sousa
- William Matthew Klutz
  * Marianne Esta Luke
- Amanda Molina
- Joseph I. Rosenberg, Jr.
- M. Jeannean Winner

### Film BA-Cinema Studies Track
- Sophia Marie Arrington
- Michael Joseph Azcui
- Kia C. Christian
- Matthew Boyce Daniel
- Michael P. Dris
- Lance Sean Flint
- Maceañta Moawia Gannat
- Kelly Elizabeth Gibbons
- Christopher James Hestand
- Jonathan Mark Heuslein
- Meghan Katrina Hood
- Neil M. King
- Heath Jarid Lacy
- Angelina R. Lee
- Krystian McNeal Lorenzana
- Collin Moore Margerum
- Francisco Rodrigo Martins
- Kristen Marie Miller
- Ryan A. Morgan
- Korye William Perkins
- Michael Richard Retrig
- Le Roy Rosario
- Natasha Anne Sattler
- Anthony Charles Strada
- Charles Henry Sutter
- Thomas Louis Vogler, Jr.
- Ashlyn Michele Williams

### Film BA-World Cinemas Track
- Rebecca Marshall Kenyon

### French BA
- Gabriel Olivier La France
  * Laura Carolina Martinez-Acevedo

### History BA
- Krystal Michelle Anders
- Justin Everett Arnet
- Benjamin Pudi Badio, Jr.
- Afton Michelle Barroso
- Bunnie Jean Bates Jackson

### Humanities BA
- Sean Michael Boyle
- Ashleigh Lace Clark
- Valerie Michelle Cook
- Jacqueline Janine Edwards
- Gregg James Heinkel
- Angela Roxanne Meyers
- Elise Miller
- Amanda Lee Moss
- James Michael Walsh

### Humanities BA-Philosophy, Religion and Popular Culture Track
- Anna Rhenae Laframboise
- Ariana Vives

### Modern Languages Combination BA
- Ian Kenneth Dreiling

### Music BA
- Jane Kathryn Lee Beraha
- Kyle Scott Crosswell
- Lauren Ashley Evans
- Victoria-Van Yen Ho
  * Katie Jan Lee
- David Mander
- Gerald Maximino Perez

### Philosophy BA
- Melissa L. Cook
- Derek H. Ellis
- Robert Rosario Froda
- Jessica Ann Fredeman
- Luis Onelio Guerra, Jr.
- Konstantin Kimlat
- Sean Michael Loomis
- Mark William Munson
- Jonathan Earl Nowlin
- Sandy Porcel
- Keith Michael Readdy

### Religious Studies BA
- Melanie Elizabeth Carlson
- Alysha Michelle Filipkowski
- James Raoul Lorini II
- Charles Augustus Manning III
- Victoria Rose Markwalder
  * Jessica Shivani Repsher

---

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
College of Arts and Humanities

Spanish BA
Madeleine Aiello
Sonya Elvira Chapa
*** Andrew "Nate" Combs
* Cali Lynn Eckler
*** Terry T. Epps
Alba Maria González
Megan Elizabeth Harwell
Maximilian Largo Rapport
Laura Ann Rauch
Jana Michele Read
Jean Renee Guido Reyes
Krystal S. Roseme
*** Jillian Lea Southard
Stephanie Lynn Sumner
Estephania Simone Volkert
Amber René Wales

Theatre Studies BA
Kelly Mae Applegate
Kevin Alexander Bracey
Leah Beth Carolan
Alina Christiane Cranmer
Kenneth Eugene Dowling, Jr.
Kristina Michelle Fisher
* Charles Hale
Chasmin Aisha Hallyburton
Trenton Peter Hurd
Warren Lee Jackson
Adam David Lydon
Kisha Angela Peart
Nicole Joy Siscaretti
Michael Ford Witherell

Bachelor of Fine Arts
Art BFA
Anwar Andres Cedeno
Brittany M. Curry
Elizabeth Darcy Deck
Jon Franc Didier
Gina Renee Edmunds
* Jennifer Nicole Graven
Jonathan Daniel Grider
Zenadia O. Martin
Adewale O. Obadeyi
Heather A. Renken
Jacob I. Sheppard
Stephanie Marie Silvers
Matthew Sutherland
Kathleen Jo Westerfield

Art BFA-Animation BFA Track
Noel C. Bondoc
Kelly Norma Irene Fairchild
Janae Michelle Fox
Andrea Francine Jones
Samantha Ashley Mirabal
Nicole Marie Walsh

Theatre BFA-Musical Theatre Track
Robert Andrew Aronowitz
*** Brent Russell Wakelin

Theatre BFA-Stage Management
Specialization
Nicole Leigh Blue
Melissa Johns
Nicole Melanie Priest

Theatre BFA-Technical Theatre Design
Specialization
Ryan Michael Emens
Nicole Marie Gromoll
Michelle Ellen Westcott

Theatre BFA-Theatre Performance
Specialization
Melissa Ann Fricke
Elisa A. Goldman
* Kraig Alan Kelsey
Michael Robin Kutner
Zachary James Layner
* Brandon Kyle Peters

Bachelor of Music Education
Music Education BME
Melissa Marie Murphy
Joshua Lee Vinson

Bachelor of Science
Photography BS
Tara Nicole Koenke
Miriam Maryori Polo

Bachelor of Music
Music Performance BM
Juan Manuel Berrios
Lisa C. Cossentino-Miller
Matthew I. De Keyzer
Russell James Tweedle
Joshua Lee Vinson

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
College of Business Administration

Bachelor of Arts

Economics BA
Gabriel Olivier La France

Economics BA-General Economics Track
Rebecca Kate Black
Andrew Evan Daniels, Jr.
Renee Merica Davey

*** Marina Viktorovna Ermakova
Byron Antonio Gardner II
Ryan Lamar Givhan
Kirsten Marie Hodges
Jordan N. Lee

* Aura Catherine Lee-Manrique
Jonathan Sarr
Andrew Mark Spielman
Christopher D. Thomas

Economics BA-International Economics Track
Sara Cindy Khalil

Economics BA-Political Economy Track
Ryan Michael White

Economics BA-Pre-Law Track
Lindsey Elizabeth Powers
Michael James Teevin

Economics BA-Private Enterprise Track
Jeffrey John Ryba

Bachelor of Arts in Business Administration

Business Administration BABA
Sandra Lee Ames
Peter Edward Basak
Karen Suzette Brosnonski
James Britton Conner
Ashley Kay Cowan
Amy Lynn Cyr
Krystal Marie Davis
Bruce Eugene Dubnansky
Lydia Godwin
Kimberly Jean Griffin
Heather Leanne Haskill
Corey Sean Kevelin

Heather Marie Krenz
Ashley Marie Lingo
Denise Lynette Martin
Jeffrey Raymond Mather
Michelle Frances McManus
Robert Massey Mudge
Fabian Camilo Navarro
Henry J. Pate
Wallace James Pickett IV
Niki Ann Pollizzi
Neall A. Prashad
Lindsey Marie Pushman
Nicaury Rodriguez Galva
Christine Nicole Roland
Anna Rusenko
Marsha P. Rusten
Makeba Ali Samuels
Nicole Elizabeth Seaton
Eric William Settle
Allison Nicole Shuck

* Gary H. Singleton

Eric Anthony Sprayberry
Matthew David Tuchman
Carolina Urrego
Derek Noel Wicker
Angeli Mara Willig
Donna Sue Wolaver

Bachelor of Science in Business Administration

Accounting BSBA
Jorge Ambriz
Stephen Oliver Barnes, Jr.

** Catalin Adrian Bradu
Armando Xavier Bustamante
Gonzalo Carrillo
Fletcher C. Coonan
Gregory Brian Darbut
Amy Lee Ferraro
Ying Gao
Kevin Howard Gay
Casey Anthony Grisanti
Keith Michael Gross
Ivaylo Bozhidorov Grozhev
Mark Anthony Herman
Brant Kyle Jaques
Bill A. Jenkins, Jr.
Rebecca Marie Jillson
Norman Chee Meng Joe
Heather Therese Jones
Jephthe Joseph

Marissa Leigh Kief
Catherine Nicole Kondo
Andre Kressler
David Peter Laski
Kevin Kirk MacBeth
Jennifer Ashley MacDonald

* Edie C. McKnight
Celine Nasser
Peter Nayman
Monika Heurich Negron
Yasmarie Nevarez
Holly Elizabeth Nichols
Michael Perez
Nelly Perez

*** Emily Lora Picard
Ramon Anibal Pino
Joshua Thomas Ray
Jennifer Roqueta
Sean David Roundtree
Justin Schellenberg

** Tara Nicole Schutt
Christopher Satish Singh

** Amanda Theresa Sirchia
Elizabeth Anne Stalvey
Eric D. Stanley
Andrew Scott Taitelman
Solomon Tekie
Bryant Ohara Thornton
Tien Hue Tran
Stephanie Diane Turner
Justin Melvin Uhland
Mireya Maribel Minoushka Willems
Yun Zhou

Accounting BSBA-Accounting Information Systems Track
Matthew Stephen Patterson

Accounting BSBA-General Accounting Track
Brittney Renee Atkins
Natalie A. Barber
Joshua George Brown
Rashad Toure Brown
Samuel Richmond Campion
Katrina T. Cesaire
Kyle Adam Cloutier

* Nair Betsabé Cruzate Mussi
Ross Allan Dencker
Aron Heath Fredheim
Judith Gachelin
Kelsey Anne Giambalvo
Alexander Loel Glaser

** Ryan Scott Herring

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
College of Business Administration

Nicole M. Howard
Richard Joseph Klemowich
Anjela Laho
Jonathan Jeffrey Lapin
* Kim Nguyen
Viet Huu Nguyen
Shevon Ky-Anne Hyacinth Power
Keri L. Reece
Fernando J. Rodriguez
Daniel Joseph Rufano
Amanda Autumn Rusch
Alexa Rushneck
John Wade Schifferli
Stephanie Seepersaud
* Margaret Ann Shea
* Donna Marie Smit
Benjamin Jordan Smith
Nichole Monephia Smith
Maria Alejandra Soto
Karli Renee Story
Sarah Marie Tidwell
Thyra Joy Todman
** Vito Emmanuelse Torres
Linda L. Truong
Craig Michael Vining
Bernadette Lynn Volosin
David Mark Wilsnack
Cerira Monay Wise
Kayla Brooke Wys

Accounting BSBA-Public Accounting Track
Andrea Brooke Bennett
Scott Benjamin Berner
Michael Alexander Bianco
*** Zackery Alan Brady
Jia Wen Cai
*** Steven D. Goldstein
Purvis Donald Grantham III
Christopher John Hauser
Kathy He
Nicoie Renee Healy
* Claudia Johnson
* Sarah S. Kim
Elizabeth Anne Kump
Brittany Ann Mason
H. Javier Moncada
Diego Muller
Sunny Dipak Patel
Brian William Peterson

Andrea Elizabeth Phillips
Devon Washington Quinland, Jr.
* Michelle Angela Reinhold
Nirmal K. Singh
Ehsan Sobbi
Michael J. Straney
*** Susan V. Thomson
Timothy Jordan Treco
Kimberly Marie Turner
Angela Sheila Walton
* Stephanie Christa Watkins
Jennifer Lynn Wegerif
Gabriel Benjamin Yopack

Business Economics BSBA-Business Economics Track
Jaime Andres Ferre
Kevin Thomas Loux
Jamie Yoo

Business Economics BSBA-Financial Economics Track
Brandon Neil Metz

Business Economics BSBA-General Economics Track
Anastasia Afroditse Apostolou
Lee Feuser
Benjamin E. Fenton
Katherine Orletskey
Kevin Ruiz
Michael Joseph Stevens
Thomas G. Whitcomb
* Jessica Wolff

Business Economics BSBA-Pre-Law Track
Timothy Vance Mehta

Finance BSBA
Jakob Eric Adolfsion
Brandon Nicholas Adreon
Ricky Duane Alphonse
Jorge Ambriz
Juliana Anca
Jacob Aaron Anderson
* Jessica Lynn Anderson
Jonathan Arce
Wesley Robert Aspinall
Plamena Atanasova Atanasova
David Andrew Atlas
Adam Michael Baer
Jean Baez
Bradley T. Barrett
Matthew Beasley
Justin Michael Begeman
Stephen Bell
* Luis Yamil Berrios
Michael Alexander Bianco
Brian Jacob Bohres
John Robert Bonema
Grant A. Bowen
Brian John Buterbaugh
Jia Wen Cai
Priscilla Calas
Garrison Wells Campbell
Anthony Christopher Carroll
Jesse David Chambers
Darphone Anna Chantharasouk
Laura Isabel Chirivi
Mark Stefan Christ
Trevor Kessler Clark
Brian Ardell Clausen
*** Lauren Elizabeth Collman
James C. Connell IV
Daniel Timothy Cook
Clark Spencer Cooper
* Christopher W. Current
*** Clinton G. Curvin
Huy Quang Dao
Jonathan Robert Davis
Sebastian Javier Diamante
Joseph Charles Dimino
Steven Kyle Eason
Alexander Anton Ellert
Steven JamesFarber
Stephanie Lynn Fera
Fabio Alves Frazao
William Paul Frisch III
Stephanie Ariene Galvin
Jeanie Elizabeth Garcia
Ricardo Antonio Garcia
*** Diana Sofia Gaviria
Michael Fandrel Ghebrehiwet
Kelsey Anne Giannamalvo
* Kenneth L. Gillette
Mark Goldhersz
*** Steven D. Goldstein
Jason Eduardo Goncalves Guerra
** Fatema Mohamed Hajeeh
Evan Charles Hall
Brandon James Haugan
Timothy Edward Hayes
Dean Patrick Hellin
Aaron Charles Herbst

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
** Ryan Scott Herring
** Jesse P. Hill
Junichi Hirano
Austin Read Hooper
Daniel Adam Inghram
Luke Jemwa
Bryan Wayne Johnson
Sabrina Juma
Alyssa Jurco
Ashley Marie Keegan
Joshua A. Kestner
Andrew D. Kezer
Michael Geoffrey Kohlbrand
Jasmin Kovacevic
Colin Paul Kraft
Anthony M. LaBruno
Patrick Tristan Larson
An-Lun Lee
Chiou-Yueh Lee
Michael James Lybarger
Evan Wayne Martin
Otavio Furlan Martins
Elisa Renee McManus
Bruno Gaspare Michilli
Nicolaou Mikololoko II
Joshua Joseph Miller
Michael Joseph Miller
Jaimee Lee Mincey
Daniel Jacob Mittelmark
Samira Mohammed
Adam J. Morales
Kyle Dennis Motes
Diana Davi Naipal
Celine Nasser

** Zainab Nasser
Zaid Tarq Nassereddin
Brian Patrick Nelson
* Kim Nguyen
* Tuan D. Nguyen
Viet Huu Nguyen
Nikola Nikolic
Christopher Thomas Novak
Ryan V. O'Connor
William Panora
Jennifer L. Pariagh
Aggie Javon Payton
Broderick Taylor Perez
Christopher Jason Perez
Christina Maria Perry
Daniel Kurtz Perry
Ashley Elizabeth Peters
William Hunter Plhueger
Lydia Pinto De Moraes Pinho
Nicholas Alexander Pollari
Shevon Ky-Anne Hyacinth Power
Gregory Prado
Devon Washington Quinland, Jr.
** Jonathan Rakitin
Audri Ramirez Polanco
Ryan Daniel Rawson
Julia Marion Restino
* Catherine Rivas
Marc Rocafoort
Ryan Michael Rodgers
Fernando J. Rodriguez
Cherie Ashley Roe
Chadwick C. Ruby
Daniel Joseph Rufrano
Zakayla Diana Russell
Eric Anthony Ruzzo
Chadd Michael Ryan
Zoheb Sajan
Jason T. Salvino
Isabel Cristina Sanchez
Alexandra Catherine Sapnas
Andrew Thomas Sesler
Ian A. Shatanoff
Eric James Shelton
Lindsay Michelle Blair Shory
Christopher Satish Singh
Markesha Shanae Smith
Rebecca Latrone Smith
Sarena Faith Sommer
Michael David Spivey
Morris Bennett Stewart III
Stephanie Brooke Strawder
Paul Christopher Terminello
Minh Thach
Jorge Torrejon

** Vito Emmanuile Torres
Linda L. Truong
Mitchell Andrew Turner

** Lindsey Kelly Vanest
Brian Steven Vargas
Richard Vega, Jr.
Terrence Stefano Verwayne, Jr.
Juan Manuel Vial
Jonathan Michael Villadolid
Christine Wang
Fang Frank Wang
Jesse Tyler Welch
Jerry Wesley Wells IV
Steven Richard West
Erica Denise Williams
Matthew Kyle Williamson
Brian J. Wooten

Jamie Yoo
Melanie Josephine Zamacona
Yun Zhou

General Business BSBA
Troy William Adashun
Tiffany Michelle Ahlfield
Brett Andrew Alt
Igor R. Alves
Randy Arcadipane
Michael Patrick Barrett
** Sean Edward Berg
Sheena Marie Blanton
Kelly Ann Bogey
Khiem Dac Bui
Daniel Enrique Cardona
Rajin Chauhan
Ryan Scott Collins
Douglas Evan Connor
Stella Diane Constantinou
Kevin Laurence Coronato
Brian Matthew Currier
Thomas Michael Dapra
Diego J. Davilus
Jason Patrick De Petrillo
Desiara Renee Denson
Ryan Elizabeth Floyd
Jaime Roy Gaensslen
Zatcha Dahira Gandia
Stephanie Cristina Garay
Samuel Dejesus Garcia
Gregory Mark Gardner
Jeffrey Ginsberg
Angela Lynn Glass
David Scott Grilliot
Keith Anthony Groesbeck, Jr.
David Edward Hanson
Joseph Kenneth Hartsock
Vanessa Lynn Haugh
Toren S. Hogan
Lauren Michelle Holbrook
Jeffrey Thomas Hollub
Kristen Marie Jepson
Taurio Jamar Jones
Danielle Shanice Joseph
Kyle Clifford Katen
Bryan Dongwon Kim
Natalie Rae La Londe
Melissa Jan Ling Lai
Aaron Patrick Long
Sergio Anibal Matos
Wayne Joseph Minor, Jr.
Jonathan D. Mullins

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
College of Business Administration

Cole Eugene Myers
Nicholas John Pascucci
** Marilyn Amanda Perez
Adrian Anthony Pumariega
Aliyah Majdi Rambo
Korie J. Reed
Jeremy Ikaika Richards
Sara Lucia Romero
Tiffany Deborah Rurut
Daniel Jordan Rusinitk
Eric James Schwinghammer
Edward Lee Skornia, Jr.
Brett Matthew Sours
Katrina Clara Thompson
Wesley Matthew Turner
Sarah L. White
Joanna Dale Wickner
Nicole Lauren Witkowski
Corey Jason Zupnik

Management BSBA-General Management Track
Marcel Andres Agredo
Alyssa Marie Allen
Bobby Stanley Barton III
Franklin L. Cambrie
Carlos Luis Carrero
Carla Tranette Jones Crumity
Samantha Mary De Russo
Bernard Rashell Dean
Adam Austin Decker
Ryan Matthew Dourney
Michael J. Dziennutis
Nina Eampietro
Kaitlin Ann Fizer
Germelle G. Florent
Howard M. Gross
Angel Daniel Hernández-Savino
Beverly Lynn Huffman
James Humphreys
Kelley Breamne Imbach
Sheldon Elliott Jacobson II
Dylan Michael Kanzler
Ashley Marie Keegan
Nicole Carice King

Management BSBA-Human Resource Management Track
Sameena Alkowni
Angela Lynn Bovaird
David Alexander Bullock
Jennifer Lee DeVasto
Stevens Dorestant
Andrea Durango
Jessica Margarita Gonzalez
Claudia Elizabeth Hamilton
Karelyn Joyce Handall
Samantha Bryanne Hart
Katie Ann Jacobs
Sahar Fatimah Karsan
Nedeljka Ljubic
Nikkie L. Lucas
Mark Anthony McGinty, Jr.
Melissa K. Menges
Michael Anthony Mercado
Lisa Kim Nguyen
Kimberly Anne Ort
Josephine Christina Pereira
Vicky Peri
Anais Pickard
Zaraa Rajack
Nataly E. Sanchez
Floyd Lee Sturdivan, Jr.
Karina Vazquez

Management Information Systems BSBA
Alejandro Alvarez
Ricardo E. Barreto Vega
Lamech R. Bob-Manuel
Michael Scott Brau
Tudor Gavin Britto
Gonzalo Carrillo
Brandon Allan Doey
Judith Gachelin
Douglas Wesley Graham
Garret William Halverson
John Ryan Hartigan
Stephanie Lynn High
Andrew D. Kezer
Jared Stuart Krause
Michael John Loftis
* Joel Hersh Mandellkern
Gerline Maxi
George Mendonca
Andrew Philip Messier
Brenden Michael Wade
Gordon Philip Ward III
Colin Robert White

General Business BSBA-General Business AS to BS Track
Monica Alvarado Moya

Management BSBA-Entrepreneurship Track
Brittnie Renee Atkins
Brandi Kay Blake
Alan Edward Blanchard, Jr.
Joseph Christopher Brickley
Summer Leah Edmondson
Albert Christopher Galvan
Kelly Elizabeth Garlich
Nalini Chandra Herpal
*** Michelle Katz
Shannon Brittany Kong-Quee
*** Mary Catherine Korte
Lashanda R. Lovette
Alexander Zachary Martini
Joseph Martin McLaughlin
* Shannon Rose Moran
William Patrick Morgan
Eduardo Ros Muniz
Stephanie Arlene Soto Lopez
Mark Edward Stewart, Jr.
Virginia Leigh Story
Vanessa Ann Valdes
Joshua Reid Wittcoff
*** Elan Zadok

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
College of Business Administration

Laryssa Rochelle Newell
Feliciano Nunez
Ray Ramon Parker
Nylaphone Phoniphouboun
Michael Scott Prosser
Michael George Ritter
Vanessa Victoria Rodriguez
Emil Vargas Rudolfó
Omar Sebi
Justin Wayne Smith
Brett Alan Spencer
Matthew Rubin Storch
Christopher Daniel Szarmach
** Laura Catherine Tuller
Jonathan Michael Villadolid
Bartlomiej Marcin Wilk

Marketing BSBA
Jenna Corrine Ling-Yoke Parker

Marketing BSBA-General Marketing Track
Nicholas Paul Alix
Brianna Kristine Bacon
Erin Kristen Baker
Zachary Bleznick
Juan P. Botero
Alexander Charles Boucher
Wade Matthew Brown
Ulysses Peralta Canlas
Brittany Hall Clay
Jason Michael Clerkin
Nicholas James Coats
Christopher Ryan Cooper
Jonathon Kirk Cooper
Shaun Michael Crim
Sean Douglas Croft
Kevin Peter Cronin
Robin August DeRushie
Scott Matthew Dickinson
Matthew Paul Dixon
Mark Alexander Faulkner, Jr.
Kacy Irene Feagan
Jared Duncan Gamble
Steven M. Geiger
Janis Catherine Godlewski
David Richard Gray
Maria Valeria Guillen
Alisha Marie Gustitus
Michael Joseph Hanson
Kathy He
Ryan Logan Henriquez
Brandy Rachelle Hill
Alexander Reid Honeycutt
Erik Michael Hughes
Andy Hui
Leon Hui
Daniel Adam Inghram
Derrow Jean
Erika Marie Jones
Evan Reese Jones
Alex Patrick Kaye
Jonathan Dawayne Kirby
John Kullervo Koponen
John Andrew Ladd
Mariassa Lynn Lakatos
Adam Wayne Lang
Janella Levy
Emily Grace Lewis
Bryan Thomas Lunak
Sean Michael MacNaughton
Victoria Ann Maiolo
Caitlin Ann Mansfield
John M. Martarano
Christopher Michael Martin
Evelyn Mayra Martin
Megan Elaine Martinez
Steven Matthew McCain
Ryan Scott McComas
Darcy Anne McGuill
Christopher D. Meeker
Gregory Adam Melville
Lauren Marie Merideth
Erica A. Mitchell
Jessica Ann Molina
Brittany Alana Moore
Nicholas Anthony Morolla
Sneha Jagdish Nayee
Faisal Nazer
Lisa Kim Nguyen
Colleen Elizabeth O'Connell
Nicole Lynne O'Connell
Randy Pabon
Jessica Stephanie Palo
Nicholas Philipp Parisseau
Joseph R. Parkes
Ashley Elizabeth Peters
Jarvis Joseph Peters
Stephen David Pulver, Jr.
Kieran K. Rammarine
Patricia Elisabeth Roach
Rebecca Ann Robbins
Michael Emory Roberts
Brandi Shantel Ross
Paula Lewis Rotmil
Maxwell R. Roudi
LeCory Rashad Ruffin
Mark Francis Salerno
Guy Marshall Salter
Tara Michele Sanzano
Christian Carlos Sarria
Simon Joshua Seltzer
Tracy Ellen Sewell
Joshua Alan Shaffer
Shannon Mary Katharine Smith
Kristijan Spirić
Ashley Renee Squires
Matthew Jacob Steetner
Amy Lea Strausbaugh
Marc Gregory Teele
* Kelly Leon Tibbs
Andy Thien Tran
Michael Lloyd Treml, Jr.
Leonardo Rafael Urbano
Freddy Erick Valencia
Diego Luis Velazquez
Ashlee Marie Wagoner
Kristopher James Walsh
Whitney E. Warnock
Matthew Bryan Wasserman
Colin Robert White
Nadia Camille Williams
Matthew Turner Wilson
* Jaclyn Kayla Wolcott
* Alyssa Hope Wright
Kenneth Edward Wright
Andrew Eric Zito

Marketing BSBA-Sales Track
Danielle Sari Drake
Kurt Anthony Jackson
Alicia Nicole Spruill

Real Estate BSBA
Jan Douglas Campbell
William Reid Chandler
* Christopher W. Current
Katherine Leigh Fleming
Colin Paul Kraft
Elizabeth Anne Kump
Kayla Marie Losciabe
David Joseph Russo
Michael Scala
Brittany Ann Smith
Jorge Torrejon
David C. Weaver
Julian Demond Wynn

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
College of Education

Bachelor of Science

Art Education BS
Ashley Marie Barody
Catherine Grace Barone
Alba Giselle Bido
Mandy Lee Dillman
Jackelyn Eileen Migliaccio
Jennifer Susan Rishell
* Laura Michelle Stanley
Rachel Renee Taylor
Allie Andrea Wright

Early Childhood Development and Education (BS)-Education:Pre-Kindergarten-Primary (PK-3)
Jennifer Nicole Brickey

Early Childhood Development and Education BS
Jennifer Diane Mitchell Azcona
Vivian Elizabeth Bustamante
Melissa Lyn Carbaugh
Christy Leigh Cleckler
Dominique Nicole Consolazio
Courtney Elizabeth Constantine
Sarah Anne Donaldson
Breanna Rose Donley
Caitlin Mikkell Ema
Danielle Marie Glassman
Krystal Anne Halker
Shirley Lee Jensen
Tatianna Elizabeth Lowe
Katya Ivette Malespin
Ana Carolina Massoni
Brooke Michelle Mattingly
Iris Pearl Mc Cribmon
Jennifer Heather-Naomi Monheit
Miranda Lynn O’Hern
Leatha Aloma Ortiz
Bertrice Romeus
Kristen Leeanne Shoemaker
Janet Jennifer Snow
** Leslie Marie Sowder
Samantha Jacqueline Tepper

Elementary Education BS
* Aileen Acevedo
Catalina Agudelo
Kathleen Frances Allred
Sue Ellen Amlong
Stephanie Elizabeth Anderson
Jessica Andino
Amy Colon Andrade
* Natalie Ann Arbuckle
Mitra Tina Asgarinik
Pamela Marie Auer
Dana Renee Bachand
Megan Whitney Barrett
Gina Marie Battaglia
Lola Ann Battle
Emilee Kristine Berryhill
Leah Candace Blaty
Tanja Christina Bock
Tiffany Marie Boland
Lindsey Kay Borheck
Hilary Elizabeth Bowers
Lauren Beth Brotzky
Mekeisha Antonia Brown
Lisa A. Browning
Kadee Rose Burger
Ashen Kyle Burns
Barbara Ann Burry
Elise Marie Burton
Melissa Rae Butterfield
Nikohoi Michele Byrnes
Allison Kay Carothers
Katie Ann Celano
Charline Adalle Charles
Emily Ann Christopher
Kathleen Anne Cohen
Christine Nicole Coyle
Jessica Leigh Cursali
Abigail Leigh Damson
Noopur Bankim Dave
Kerry Gaye Davis
Meredith D. Davis
Kara Therese Del Puppa
** Lindsay Elizabeth Demoranville
Candace Leigh Devlin
Caitlin Patricia Dillon
Lacey L. Dowling
Jamey Leigh Driscoll
Julia Dunlop
Ranya Elsayed Elhady
Kierstan Leann Ellender
Logan Elizabeth Ellett
Thomas James Englert
Jennifer Renee Faircloth
Kelly Jo Fenton
Candice Leigh Ferguson
Caitlin Kelly Fitzgerald
Jaclyn Ann Fitzpatrick
Emily Fricker
Merescil Caba Gamboa
Amanda R. Gangraw
Linda A. Giamporcaro
Josefa Marie Gibson
Jessica Alexis Glass
* Rhonda Kaye Goiz
Maria Alexis Gonzalez
Danielle Marie Good
Alison Leigh Grant
Angela Marie Greco
Shannon Colleen Griffin
Geydis Guadalupe
Tracy Nicole Gilliford
Jenny Alicia Guzman
Karina Gisselle Guzman
Cari Marie Hall
Sahara Jean Hall
Kelly Lynn Hanahan
Rebekah Sue Harm
Jessica Marie Haussmann
Diana Hay
Brandi Denise Heidelberg
Janesy Marie Herrera
Tatiana M. Hopgood-Camacho
Tracy Lynn Hudson-Frantzis
*** Samantha Christian Jablonski
Gomati Devi Jadonath
Rohani Jadonath
Sarah Danielle Jencks
Leslie Ann Jensen
Danielle Cheree Jones
Lanete V. Kaiser
Anastasia Kalugina
Larry L. Kelly
Keri Lynn Kight
Leslie Anne Kimbrall
Mary Elizabeth Krause
Sandra Kroitor
Kendice Helen Kunce
Katherine Jean Laliberte
Chrsissie Anne Land
Samantha Brooke LaTour
Elizabeth Ann Lazzaro
Ellie Levine
Traci Lynn Libke
Rachel Heather Lintner
** Katherine Taylor Lowrey
Brianne Christine Lubas
Eileen Grissel Lugo
Melissa Criss MacFerren
Lindsey Maria Maldonado
Kelli Anne Malone
Tiare Elizabeth Mas
Ashley Marie Mason

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
College of Education

Kara Elizabeth McCumber
Kizzie Latoya McPhaul
Colleen Stacy Means
Randi Lee Meinhart
Heidi Jean Meyers
Jessica Anne Miller
Caridad Montero
Rebecca Marie Mordente
Ashley Alaine Myrick
Dominique Mattie Myrick
Christina Marie Nanni
Vanessa C. Nava

** Jeanine Rose Nesselt
** Melina Arianna Orta
Carolyn Joan Pascoe
Kimberly Jeanne Patterson
Maribel Perez
Cassandra Lynn Policastro
Maria Del Pilar Porras
Jane L. Pulker
Abigail Jean Pursel
Kristina Nicole Quinones
Cherilynn Ann Ramos
Stacie Marie Ravencroft
Kathleen Marie Reiniger
Sylvia Yvonne Robinson
Danielle Marie Rodgers
Damaris Rodriguez
Jessica Aimee Rogers
Jennifer Rojas
Kristen Amanda Roldan
Genesis Annalise Rosenow
Kyle Anne Rowlands
Abigail Katherine Ruckman
Iryssa Perri Rutman
Jennifer Marie Santos
Amanda Kathleen Scheele
Amber Schmidhorst
Jennifer Lynn Sewall
Jaimie Ilana Slofis
Jennifer A. Smith
Lindsey Jo Socie
Katherine Colby Stafford
Tyree Jamel Starks
Amanda Michelle Stein
Rachael Lauren Stephens
Casey A. Sterling
Carissa Gayle Stranz
Ashley Lorraine Tallman
Jacqueline Renee Tanner
Kayla Marie Thomas
Rebecca Thomas
Brittani Nichole Thompson
Ruby Thalia Thompson
Samantha Lea Topper
Robbin Felicia Trotter
Mary Helen Tyler
Vuont Than Van
Heidi Anne Van Allen
Timothy Mitchell Van Hoven
Jennifer Leanna White
Shawn Elizabeth White
Tiffany A. Wright
Laura A. Young
* Chelsea Taylor Zimmerman

** English Language Arts Education BS
Christopher John Baltazar
Morgan Ashley Carter
Cristal Noel Concepcion
Eric Christian DeJesus

** Mindy Elizabeth Dellinger
Courtney Deanna Ellis
Elizabeth Michelle Figueroa
Jessica Rae Hartman
Lexa Tamara Hernandez
Janill Jesni
Argenis Melo
Debra Rene Orlansky
Kristina Marie Palvisak
Jamee Lee Powell
Kyle James Prust
Kylar Gray Shelton
Kimra H. Stout
Ashley Norene Teague
Michael John Wurst III

Exceptional Student Education BS

*** Crystal Lee Ann Bunn
Meaghan Elizabeth Carmrite-Prentice
Jaquelyn Renee Croteau
Christopher Joseph Debonis
Danielle Elizabeth Deditz
Diane Marie DelliBovi
Cindy Kay Garvie
* Gracejoy E. Hauser
Nicole Amanda Hoag
Cynthia Michelle Markowitz
Erin Anne McCarty-Stevens
Kiafa Chennelle Moyer
Samantha F. Needleman
Kaitlin Anne Robinson
Betsy Rodriguez
Mary Ann Still
Anna Marie Walkover
Paula Yulis
Zachary J. Zovath

** Foreign Language Education BS-
Spanish Track
Madeleine Aiello
Sheila Colleen Bliss
*** Jillian Lea Southard

** Mathematics Education BS
Pamela Leigh Baird
Julie Marie Claude
Christine Marie Gutierrez
Samantha Jodie Marshall
Kimberly Dawn McLaughlin
Andrea Michelle Roberts
* Jennifer Lynn Rush
Angela Joann Spears
Jacob Vincent Walsh
Sarah Renee Wilsen

Science Education BS-Biology Track
Christine Ann Clark
Latrecia Nicole Everette
Derek Lawrence Jensen
Molly Patricia Lonergan
Alicia Renee Matteson
Nathalie Mejia

Science Education BS-Physics Track
Andrew Herbert Huskey
Alexander Francis O'Such

Social Science Education BS
Siobhan Eleanor Adkins
Angelo Bizzarro
Trent Benson Bower
Natalie Jaye Braddock
Christopher A. Carnagie
Cara E. Christensen
Walter Allen Dailey
Cole Gary Wayne Flynn
Ruben Joel Gonzalez
Haron S. Housman
Jason Tyler Luquis
Lori Melissa Nugent
* William Neal Phillips, Jr.
Carlos Eduardo Remolina
Adam Bruce Saltzman
Hector Serrano, Jr.
Jennifer Lynn Sofranec
Lauren Marie Stanley
Regan Smith Stapleton
** Susan Stone

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
College of Education

Sport and Fitness BS
Paul Corbin Austin
Ryan Edward Banko
Dan’Elle J. Bellamy
Johanna Rachel Bradshaw
David Jackson Davis III
Matthew B. Djak
Darwin Damiro Dubero
Stuart Tyler Filis
Ruby Gonzalez
Josh Lane Ingram
Kristina Michelle Jenkins
Linsy Deanna Joyner
Melissa A. Knowles
Rebecca Michele Koransky
Alain Bryce Leistikow
Joshua Lopez
Darrian James Malcolm
Kaelin Marie Mancuso

*** Whitney Amanda McClintock
Michael C. McCosker
Schadrac Mertis
Anthony Joseph Morganelli, Jr.
Jeffrey Brennan Pannucci
Erin Elizabeth Philpot
Nathan Edward Pitstick
Nathan Issac Poteet
Shiva Samdeo Raghoonanan
Paul Michael Rodenbeck
Donna Louise Rubin
David Wayne Sauls
Eric Stephen Scigo
Jared DeShay Sledge
Evan Lee Starcher
Evan Russell Steele
Rodrick Jermaine Torrence
Andrew Taylor Trees
Gerrod Dean Trytten
Joshua T. Walker
Aaron Orlo Williams, Jr.
Jessica Eileen Wright

Technical Education and Industry Training BS
Marja Lynette DeFord
Derek John Demeter
Randall Curtis Forehand
David Wayne Guest
Catherine Lynn Hall
Philip Gordon Human
Mary E. Jones

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
*  denotes Cum Laude
College of Engineering and Computer Science

Bachelor of Science

Computer Science BS
Jerome Lyon Ashcroft-Thew
Graham Joseph Baldeck
Philip James Behrenberg
Marc Arthur Le Kaiser Camilien
Clifton James Crane
* Marc Joseph DiPasquale
Ernesto Fernandez
Christopher Michael Heyman
Geoffrey Huston
Charles S. Kelley
Andrea Lynn Kosta
Christopher Patrick Levy
Charles Richard Manis
Ryan Joseph Marchese
Brian McAuliffe
* Angela N. McCall
Edward Theodore McDonald
Jason Thomas Morse
Daniel Mota
Eric Daniel Olsen
Adam Wentworth Pearce
Renan C. Pereira
Robert James Ronk
Ryan J. Sands
Darren Arian Sardari
Vinash Derreck Seenath
Logan Marshall Skiles
Rafael Antonio Sotomayor
Sean Kevin Thornton
*** Kevin Sean Tiller
Ilya Tsunaev
Moi Van
Kyle David Webb
Jeffrey Preston Wilges
Jeffrey B. Williams
Dorothea L. Wood

Information Systems Technology BS
Michael Kayle Abernathy
Jonathan Christian Adkins
* Carmon Rocco Bellotte
James Marion Bowman III
Kevin Craig Clayton
Joseph G. Cosmano
Richard Heath Crocker
Ramón Ezequiel Cruz
Jody Emil Flieder
Dennis Garraty
Trey Joseph Gillette

** denotes Summa Cum Laude

Bachelor of Science in Aerospace Engineering

Aerospace Engineering BSAsE
James Stephen Casen
Kathryn Elizabeth Collier
Patrick D. Flynn
Joseph Alberto Herrera
Houston James Higgins
Gregory A. Natsu
Eric Joshua Wener

Bachelor of Science in Civil Engineering

Civil Engineering BSCE
Andres Ricardo Alfonso
Ryan Avera
Mark Lee Bacal
Joseph K. Bartlett III
James Alan Barwick
* Patrick Bryan Bateman
Elaine Elizabeth Bates
Donald Bradley Becker
Scott A. Betz
Robert Wayne Blackmon
Lior Caspi
Noah Paul Catha
Jennifer Ann Chasse
Ashleigh M. Corbridge
Valentina De Fex
Johnson Durosier
Kyle Dawson Eden
Carlos A. Florez
Mitchell Allan Foster
Adam Richard Gillon
Scott David Gingerich
Jordan Derek Golden
Rylee Maree Hernandez
William Joseph Johnson
Jonathan Ricardo Jorge
* Nathan Robert Kreuser
Michael J. Levy
Nathan Matthew Lewis
Caitlin Elizabeth Lincer
Rohan St Patrick McDonald
Katherine Elizabeth Moore
Louis Anthony Mouser III
Kevin Christopher Nicola
Anthony James Oliver
Bob Robert Pierre-Louis
Cara Nicole Pirkey
Gerard K. Ramoutar
John Jacob Repass
College of Engineering and Computer Science

Paul Michael Rivera
Lawrence J. Rolle
* Jose Gerardo Romagoza
Monica Joy Roppelt
Sangeeta Sharma
Justin Douglas Simmons
Lindsey Kristin Singletary
Matthew Christopher Sisk
Eric Anthony Smith
Matthew Steven Spahr
Tyler Everett Thompson
Jeffrey Anthony Torres
David Robert Verlander

Kwokwai Ng
Jacob Miles Peery
Alexander Robert Pirela
Ricardo A. Reid
Victor Arceo Robles
Angel Manuel Rodriguez
Alvilda Louise Rolle
Paolo Franco Ronquillo
Dominique Zenita Ross
Jared Lee Rought
Robert Thomas Sers
Amir Shahnami
Christopher Lee Silver, Jr.
Cecile Annmarie Vernon-Senior
Josef Rudolf Von Niederhausen
*** Stephen Patrick Watson
Sean Kenneth Willis

Engineering Technology BSET-ET-Operations Track
Daniela Blandon
Chyrise Cleo Bryan
Heather Ann Harland
William Kenneth Hines
Anobb Hyacinthe
Raymond Thomas Jackson
Shelby Tysson Jennings
Brian Joseph Keirnan
Saysamone Laungsouphom
Sirius Gutierrez Quimbo
Billy G. Rippy III
* Stephen Conwell Ross
Justin Carl Seara
Michael Anthony Spriggs
Robert Morgan Youngkin

Engineering Technology BSET-ET-Space Science Technology Track
Heather Renee Burns
Adam Lee Copley
Eric O'Neil Travis
Zachery Gwinn Wiley
Brian Frederick Zollman

Bachelor of Science in Construction Engineering
Construction Engineering BSConE
Michael J. Flynn Jr
Alexander Kemer Fresonke
Megileen Haspil
Sean Norbert Rusnak

Bachelor of Science in Electrical Engineering
Electrical Engineering BSEE
Danielle Dolores Anderson
Jorge E. Avila
*** Cody R. Banley
Alfred Steven Berrios, Jr.
Luis Antonio Bonilla Redwood, Jr.
Cody C. Burdette
Tristan N. Byers
Melanie Jean Cromer
Engers Felix Davancce Mercedes
Christian Amado U. De Guzman
Cory Adam Glass
Jonathan Luis Gonzalez
Daniel Neville Goodhew
Joshua Donald Guinn
Brian Arthur Hoehn
Derick Joseph Holzmacher
James Robert Humphries III
Geoffrey Thomas Jean
Nathan Darnell Johnson
Charles Houston Logan, Jr.
David Joseph Malgoza
* James Michael Matthews
Andrew John Mertens

Bachelor of Science in Electrical Engineering Technology
Electrical Engineering Technology BSEET
Joshua Irvin Ebanks
Sean Michael Vidair

Electrical Engineering Technology BSEET-Electrical Systems Track
Jose Omar Duran

Bachelor of Science in Engineering Technology
Engineering Technology BSET
Erickson Tobierre
Joshua Stephen VanWyssbergh

Engineering Technology BSET-ET-Design Track
Jon Acietro
Aaron Samuel Barth
Clayton D. Bender
Jack P. Bradley
Lee Frankland Branhman
Clementina Claudel Lewis
Adeel Javed Mirza
Eric Wayne Stener
* Adam Bradford Teston
Kristoffer Stacy Wiese

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
College of Engineering and Computer Science

Phillip Ben Burgos
Patrick J. Cahill
Joshua A. Caine
William Daniel Clark III
** Schadrick Akeem Jon Collins
Blake Randolph Connor
Brendan Scott Crooks
Rita Maricela De Santiago
Joshua Maxwell Dixon
Brian Leo Drilling
Christopher David Dunlap
Todd Taylor Entenmann
Manuel Hernandez, Jr.
Houston James Higgs
* Clara Marie Hofmeister
Daniel Gerald Jacobs
Corey Van Joseph Jaenicke
Cynthia Deanna Judd
*** Steven Michael Kraft
Clayton Frederick Marsh
Alberto A. Martinez
Joshua James McCrory
* Joseph John Morton
Omell Marcel Nevarez-Ramos
Chau P. Nguyen
Trong Duc Nguyen
* Ramvneeth Nitta
Nicole Kristel Palmer
Andrew Steven Peterson
Michelle L. Petty
* Travis Charles Pigon
Sunil Pokharel
Michael Zener Reed II
* James Christopher Rinaldi
Noah James Rowe
*** Daniel Humberto Rubio
Christian De Jesus Ruiz
Daniel J. Schafer
Konrad Wright Schlottfeldt
Maulik Ramesh Shah
* Brandon Edward Smith
Mark Christopher Smith
Vincent C. Tapaoan
Seth Morgan Tela
Timothy Lee Travis II
Malcolm R. Warlick
Kyle Douglas Weichman
Justin A. Worth
Josh Zawacki
Jason Wiley Zimmerman

Bachelor of Science in Computer Engineering

Computer Engineering BSCpE
Christopher Gerard Brunson
William Troy Cunningham
Todd Oren Denton
Jason Peter Heintz
Nathan Darnell Johnson
Afsaam Rustom Kermani
Joshua New
Diego Nunez
Jacob Miles Peery
William Charles Petty
Frank E. Reed, Jr.
Dennis C. Seda
* James David Sexton, Jr.
Stephen Richard Smith
John McGraw Sullivan II
Temesgen Berhane Tewolde
Joshua Gregory West

Bachelor of Science in Environmental Engineering

Environmental Engineering BSEnvE
Joseph K. Bartlett III
Adam Lee Berg
Robert Wayne Blackmon
Kevin Andrew Callahan
Ashleigh M. Corbridge
Rylee Maree Hernandez
Wilmarie Jeremy De La Cruz
William Joseph Johnson
Carolina Kelly
Yasmin Natasha Palmer
Liana Yazmahia Rivera
Jennifer Cristine Roque
Sangeeta Sharma
Eric Anthony Smith
Matthew Steven Spahr
Angelica Jade Alban Sunday
David Robert Verlander

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
College of Health and Public Affairs

Bachelor of Arts

Communication Sciences and Disorders BA
Lamia Bouita
Bethany Jean Bourque
Kisha E. Camacho
Maria Marcela Chavarria
Jennifer L. Dorsch
*** Caitlin Anne Hagenbaumer
*** Amy Catherine Irons
Clara Elizabeth Maynor
Rachel Marie Nagel
Rachel Kathryn Nelson
Astrid Beatriz Rodriguez
Ashley Nicole Sater

Criminal Justice BA
Silvana Giovanna Bedia
Nicole Danielle Maria Beecher
Matthew Louis Chesser
David F. Diston II
Britanaya Chevis Looney
Shayne Dale Lowe
Lou Ann Moffatt
Jaclyn Diane Sanders
Todd William Tichen
Philesha Harsh Torrence

Legal Studies BA
Gloria Dianne Acosta
Nosairy Adames
Richard Paul Alcime
Theresa Marie Carli
Donna Jean Carter
Genesh T. M. Chen-Shue
Julio Ismael Espaillat
Yasmin Fernandez
Maudee B. Genao
Jeffery George Koebel
Jaquelyn Lago
Huy Huu Luong
* Corinne Martel
Eva Marie Northway
Carmen N. Perez
Christine Yessenia Perez
Nancy Olivera Perry
Doris Priscilla Roman
Carolina Daniela Russo

Public Administration BA
Emma Del Carmen Gely
Niurka Y. Rivera
*** Sarah Rose Robles
Zonece LaShun Stadom
* Patrick Anthony Triolo

Bachelor of Science

Cardiopulmonary Sciences BS
Robyn N. Bigler
Brandon Scott Censor
Melinda B. Chak
Brigitte Nelson Coleman
Christopher Alan Hall
Amon H. Martin
Miki Hiatt Messier
James Tuan Nguyen
Wendy Blaine Royster
Scott Philip-Dewitt Thomas
Janiqua D. Winston

Communication Sciences and Disorders BS
M Tyler Batchelder
* Alicia Patricia Block
Kathleen Ann Campbell
Bethany Jean Davies
Holly Elise Fauser
Kathryn Feirenbach
*** Mala Amit Hathiramani
Alicia D. Hodgson
Rachel Hope Kerwit
Kally Ann Kibler
Kristin Leigh Laverty
Sophiey Lim
*** Ashley Taylor Lindsay
Katherine M. MacQueen
*** Melanie Gayle Margolies
* Abigail Lynn Martin
Jose Luis Menendez
* Irina Cristiana Nicula
Laura Santina Pizzuro
Lindsey Gail Pogar
Astrid Melissa Rodriguez
Nicole Marie Santoro
* Elisabet Grace-Danielle Stumper
* Veronica Lee Whitenour

Criminal Justice BS
Sara Elizabeth Adreon
Sarai M. Aldana
Alyssa Nicole Alonso
Daniel N. Andreev
Derek Cahill Andrews
Chase Michael Banuelos
Linda B. Batchelor
James Lee Beals, Jr.
Courtney Elizabeth Beeler
Daniel John Bissell
Salvatore Thomas Bordenga
** Lesley Karen Bove
Amber Danielle Brown
Sunny Marie Bruno
Bennett Bryner
Christopher William Burke
Christopher Michael Campbell
Shahira N. Castellano
Alice Cavallaro
Amy Michelle Columbo
Emily Tylor Compton
Kathleen Cordner
Randy James Cortes
Donna Michelle Craig
** Brittany Angelique Distefano
* Melissa Susann Dodge
Shawn Adam Feldman
Lindsey Marie Ferreira
Bianca Fontanes
Reginia Lachel Galery
Dimas Antonio Garcia III
Latoya A. Gay
Darline Gedeon
Sara Renee Gill
Elizabeth Theresa Marie Goldman
Rosalinda Gomez
Riley Aaron Graber
Jonathan Edwards Grant
Matthew Morris Grindle
*** Nicholas Gesu Gumiery
Heather Ashley Gutkin
Tradd Murray Hacker
Stacy L. Hays
Sharon L. Hernandez
Samer Faraj Herro
Rachel Jillian Higgins
Jessie Harold Holton
Dustin Alan Hughes
Kayla Denise James
Nicole Lynn Jermin
Courtney Lynn Juergens
Pamela Marie Kacerosky

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
College of Health and Public Affairs

Umair Kashmiri
Christopher Aaron Lee
Ramiro William Leenen
Eric Robert Leitner
Brent Steven Macaluso
Mariela Machuca
Aubrey Danielle Marek
Adela Margarita Martinez
Leigh Arthur Mathisen
Laura Beth McCaskill
Casey Leigh McFadden
Joshua Christopher Miller
Jimmy W. Mintz, Jr.
Aaron Randall-Lee Monkman
Marvin Daniel Mora
Jennifer Morales
Seth David Myers
Adam Richard Nogaj
Michael Burk Nunnery
Brynee Elizabeth Odisoso
* Kevin Patrick O'Malley
Joshua Owens
Jessica Michele Oyer
Karen Esther Pacheco
Ni'Kesia Shai'Rey Pannell
Jason Leslie Pearson
Verlese Dorella Pender
Kaitlyn Shelley Percival
Jacqueline M. Perez
Jessica Lynn Pham
Stevie Nicole Pieterburgo
Corey M. Prosser
Angela Ann Rachel
Umid Rakimov
Jonathan M. Ramirez
Russell Alexander Reese
Autumn Lee Rice
Christopher Michael Rich
Tiffany Tomeka Richardson
Daniel Miguel Rodriguez
Eliseo Rodriguez II
Javier Esteban Rosario
Amanda Christine Roy
Michael Ray Ruggiero
Brent Matthew Sax
William Catlin See
Daniel Patrick Shannon, Jr.
Bridgette Patricia Sherwood
Crystal Eve Solla
* Andrea Coralia Solorzano
Kristin Elizabeth Stevenson
Keri Nicole Tutein
Kyle Joseph Viehman
Chelsea Lauren Walters
Denise Renee Williams
Heather M. Wolf
Ali Zafar

Health Information Management BS

*** Kristie Dawn Abbey
Megan Deanna Coe
Ashley Ann Falen

** Brandy Nicole Rhoads
Kelly Weaver

Health Sciences - Pre-Clinical BS

Christian Angelino
Lauren Ashley Arenas
David Dale Atkinson
Antwanette Lavern Banks
Ivi Bifsha
Ondrea Boatwright
Michael T. Bowerman, Jr.
Chad D. Briley
Thomas Minh Bui
Cherice Andrea Burbage

** Jennifer A. Cuevas
Ashley Noelle Dedios
Madison Annette Ditchfield
Erica Jill Elgrim
Sara Elizabeth Elliott
Hazel Ann Fajardo
Matthew Jorge Fernandez
Mandi Elyse Figueroa
Jared Mark Fletcher
Leonel Fleurimond
Matthew C. Gallagher

** Lissette Marie Guerra
Trevor Ryan Hicks
* Brittany Lynn Hughes
Jessica Lynn Hutton
Heather Marie Ismay
Kervin Jean
Jennifer Elizabeth Kelley
Catherine Ashley Kohrt
Charlotte Loots
Jordan Blake Martin
Corey Michael Mayhew
Randall Sean McLaughlin
Katlin Leigh Merrill
Britney Marie Palowitch
Judith Marie Petit-Frere
Frank E. Pettoruto
Kelly Elizabeth Pfeiffer
Wilnie Pierre
Isabel Cristina Prieto

Health Sciences-Generalist BS

Andrea Rose Rangel
Priscilla Chin Ratanavong
Shannon Casey Raymond
Jack Gregory Reyes
Tatianna Marie Rivera-Carrero
Ricky Ray Rivers, Jr.
Shannon Lashelle Robinson
Crystal Rosado
Donald Aaron Shaw
Svetlana Gennadijevna Shmakova

*** Kristen Marie Sizemore
* Caitlin Nicole Stanford
Crystallynn Michelle Stone
Phoenix Ta
Jessica T. Than
Thomas J. Voll
Kristen L. Young

Health Services Administration BS

Charles Michael Burkhartd

Health Services Administration BS

Chae Rashard Aikens
Candace Nichole Aldridge
Mirlande N. Alfred
Pelancia Aristic
Vicky Hazard Bilyard
Shontina Michelle Burrowes

* Brooke Elizabeth Bushika
Rose Kemly Calixte
Leah Danielle Carr
Holly Anne Childress
Christian Elisabeth Coker
Emmanuel Moises Cotto Carreras
Keycha Migdalyz Cruz
Adrienne Elizabeth Cullins
Melissa Rae de Seguin des Hons
Gilda Chatienne Sara Ekbatani
Jaena Maria Ferguson

* Kim M. Fricker
Shavan Jamiah Gibson
Heather Caroline Gilbertson
Melanie Beth Gillan
Andrew Scott Gleason
Natalie Ann Gonzalez
Emily Nicole Gottschalk
Nicole Lee Gower
Jenna Nichole Henderson
Vivian Jenean Hicks
Ashley Lauren Hodge
Alvis Lee Horne, Jr.
Shadee Keturah Jean
Stephanie Nicole Johnson

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
College of Health and Public Affairs

Ashley Lynn Jordan
Zaki Fareh Kadur
Tyler G. Komminos
Jacqueline May Kopie
Matthew Raymond Kugelman
Kim-Truyen Thi Le
Angelo Junard Lewis
Shekarah Cynthia Loriston
Martha Cecilia Madrigal-Davenport
Jayapriya Mahalingam
Christopher James Marshall
Maryam M. Massey
Dania Maria Medina-Urzua
Amanda Jeanette Mulkey
Calynne Lucette Chibuozor Oyolokor
Marquisa Lashawn Parrish
Jeffrey Michael Phillips
* Kirti Kumari Rai
Sherica Shena Rampasad
Austin James Rathjen
Erica Marie Reeves
* Kyle Wayne Roberts
Aaron Joseph Robbins
Ken Samsudean
Scott Allen Sanderson
Stephanie Marie Sasser
Daniela Marie Schiano
Jillian Lora Shepherd
Tiffany Alicia Sterling
Sarah Noel Stevenson
Jodi L. Thompson
Katie Truong
Tran Anh Truong
Maggie Addalu Tuttle
Victoria Vighetto
Sydney Angela Ward
Brittany Lynn Warren
Ronnie Jerome Weaver, Jr.
* Amy Wong
Gina Marie Ziccardi
Matthew Allen Zierden
Melissa Ann Zugay

Legal Studies BS

Mariam O. Akinleye
Karla Michelle Alcantara
Michael Steven Allen
Christopher Joseph Alvarez
Aysha Aslam
Cynthia Nadia Bailey
Joslyn Lenora Barros
Elizabeth Marion Basso
Russell Borde

Erin Elizabeth Bradley
Samantha Marie Brown
Desiree Marie Bukata
Rachel Cortez
Atilla Czako
Adam Michael Dala
Jarron E. Dammons
Joshua Michael Dannheisser
Marcela Palmeira Dantus
Evan Michael Danzig
Gregory Katz Demers
Shauna Denise Deviney
Viviana Elisa Diaz
Stephanie Gabrielle Dimitrakisis
Martha Ruth Earls
Natalya Esaulenkko
Tammy W. Flores
Eric Lee Friedlander
Rosalind Gomez
Nicholas Granda
Corrine Lillian Greene
Samantha Katie Gross
Kary Ellen Gunter
Marshall Franklin Harris
Stephanie Maritza Herdocia
Jacqueline Kay Iaquinta
Wismick Jeanphilippe
Natalie Dawn Jones
Umair Kashmiri
Robert Morrow Kirilloff
Tyler Ross Kobyliniski
Linda Lagrace
* David A. Lappano
Freddie R. Lewis
Heather Nicole Linnemann
Brandy Leigh Mayor
Jennifer Denise McDougald
Jason Michael Mink
Trevor Stephen Mitchell
Christopher Michael Naranjo
Karen E. Palacio
Heather Nicole Palmer

*** Christopher Bryan Pellecer
Nephtalie Pierre
** Kory Andrew Pyles
Natia Revazishvili
Kallie Anne Reyes
Annabeth Nicole Robinson
Eric Matthew Rodriguez
Alejandra Andrea Sanchez-Mata
Danielle L. Schelmy
Michelle Lynn Scott
Brooke Ashley Shegda

Keat Marquis Simon
Naadira S. Speth
* Nancy D. St. George
Mackenzie Leigh Stewart
Melissa Travis
Michel Lynn Watson

Public Administration BS

Ashley Robertson Coppinger
* Richard Benjamin Hagen
Patricia Christine McNeil
Daniel A. Mercedes
Kelly Ann Messer
Erik Gatlin Perry
Mark Williams Peters
Corri Catherine Ray
Katherine Marie Taylor
Luisa Fernanda Valentin
Robyn Elaine Vasatka
Richard Dale Walker
Michael Vincent Zeorlin

Radiological Sciences BS-Radiological Sciences AS to BS Track

Shelley Aira
Kevin Carlton Anglin
Audrey Lynn Davis
Kristopher Allen Doan
Christopher Omar Gomez
Meera L. Jarsaniya
Cassandra Janine Scarcella

Bachelor of Social Work

Social Work BSW

Nicole Mikaelle Aleman
Romeo Jesus Ballayan
Brenda Cenatus
Yaidimar Delgado
Shemica Leshea Lewis

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
College of Medicine

Bachelor of Science

Biotechnology BS
* Joany Babilonia
Gregory Michael Hendershot
Seon Ah Lee
Kedna Lejulus

Medical Laboratory Sciences BS
Kimberly Marie Chapman
Laima Gabriela Kilinskaite
Krupa Hiren Patel
Amber Collette Reyes

Molecular Biology and Microbiology BS
Brittany Jane Adkins
Jordan Almazan
David Alvarez
Rachel Elizabeth Arenz
Aleksy Asatryan
* Joany Babilonia
* Malilha M. Beg
Leslie Crystal Bizerra
Alexander Gerard Bleichner
David Michael Buric
Fenfei Chen
Christina Marie Cogan
Allan Fitzbert Cole
Jasmine Marie Cruz
Lawrence-Stuart Miciano Cruz
Melissa Desnoyers
Dominic David Devuyst
TuTrinh Thi Do

** Stephen Brandt Dodson
Michelle A. Dominguez
Dwane Jefferson Dupree, Jr.
Iman Ali El-Menshawi
Galal Elsayed
Samantha K. Finerty
Christopher Garcia
Estefania Gaviria
Brittany Elizabeth Gomez
Ted Aaron Gorman
Kevin Roy Green
Danielle Regina Gropp
Sivan Grosman
Alyssa Lee Gryglewicz
Bobbie Jo Haberlandt
Gregory Michael Hendershot
Anthony Nguyen Huynh
Hilda Bercenie Jacobo
Sarah Jasim

Alexis Dater Katz
Minjoo Kim
Carol Michelle Knellinger
Stephanie Lynn Kurhanewicz
Natalie Anne Labrador
Kedna Lejulus
David Ling
Alexandra Marie Lopez
Justin P. Mahon
Melissa Marian Main
Brian David Melton
Alyssa Kate Moffitt
Laura Jeanne Molander
Candice Nicole Newell
QuyHuong Ngoc Nguyen
Paul J. Nyberg
Jae S. Oh
Ryan Jay Ohr
Hailey Marie Osland
Jennifer Parra
Shomika S. Patange
Devvrat Sarvadamman Patel
Nijal Suryakant Patel
Catherine Phoong-Tu Perrault
Michael Ralat
Maria Alejandra Ricaurte
Adrienne Nicole Robinson
Colleen Marie Robinson
Shannon Lashelle Robinson
Jamira Dinaixa Rodriguez
Linda Lissette Rodriguez

* Angelica M. Romero
John Richard Rutkowski
Muhammad Saad Sami
Erfan Shahidi
Daniel Sierra
Brenna Chelline Smith
Elisabeth Ann Soyars
Maximo Sterling
Travis James Stropp
Silvia Svecova
Kevan Nikunj Tailor
Bianca Michelle Tarrant
Aixa Marie Valentín
Amanda Lyvette Vivo
Clayton Adam Wagner
Razia Allyeah Walli
Michael John Walsh
Mark Alan Wells II
Zachary Pennington Williams
Candi S. Wright
Joshua James Yatsko

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
College of Nursing

Bachelor of Science in Nursing

Nursing Generic BSN-Nursing AS to BSN Track
Erin Joy Betzner-Potkul
Charles Edward Bryan
Tami Jo Caldwell
Maria Gemma Clark
Michelle Chapman Clarke
Christina Maria Diaz
Joanne Marie Duffield
Monica Crosby Fletcher
Brandi Nicole Gallego
Jessica Brooks Hall
Sheena Danielle Henry
Angela Lee Ann Johnson
Maggie T. Major
Faye Neri
Kristina Panagiotopoulos
Rachel Elizabeth Quintana
Leanne Stroud
Sullybeth Torres
Candice Elizabeth Yeager

Nursing Generic BSN-Nursing RN-BSN Track
Debra Kay Allen
Laura Andrea Ayala
Kimberly Anne Baez
Kelly Ann Barlow
Amanda Jean Desai
Marie Ann Gibbens
Kathleen DeLost Gilbert
Philicia Fay-Dean Guillaume
Jodi Mayer
Rosa Morales McBride
Heather Melissa McIntyre
Susan Mutua
Juliet Angeline Nazareth
Anthony Joseph Ossorio
Jennifer Susan Rackley
Trisha Ann Richards
Leslie Wrona Rosczypala
Anna Katrina Salud
Rebecca Ann Scherer
Melody A. Stewart
Lisa Marie Stiles
Jason Lockwood Taylor
Jennifer Anne Taylor
Janisse Waleska Watkins
Kimberley Nicole Willis

Nursing Generic BSN-RN-MSN Leadership and Management Track
Lorraine Ann Parker

Nursing Generic BSN-RN-MSN NP/CNL/NEd Track
Christina Lynn Briggs

Nursing Generic BSN-SCC/UCF ASN to BSN Track
Katie Renee Arrison
Christina Ciera Braddy
Eunhye Collins
Elizabeth Joyce Eagle
Jennifer Aline Eggland
Danielle Crill Harden
Sarah Ashley Hudson
Vanessa Jade Naetzker
Crystal Marie Paczkowski
* Joyce E. Palmer
Megan Elizabeth Palmer
Ciaranais Rodriguez
Anaida Santos
Michelle Patricia Tomson
AnnMarie Vachala
Sally Maria Whiteville
Natalie Ann Whitman
Ashley-May Reyes Yap

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
College of Sciences

Bachelor of Arts

Advertising/Public Relations BA
Victoria Alvarez
Lauren Ann Armstrong
* Dana Rae Bakich
Jessica Patricia Bradu
Kia C. Christian
Melissa Kayla Crespo
Alicia Megan Crowe
Brittany M. Curry
Angela Margarete Dalessandro
* Kali Ryan DeArmit
Brittany Maeve Arlene Dixon
* Donna A. Fiegel
Nico Alexlie Fischer
* Jennifer Nicole Graven
Kristen Marie Hancock
Jeffrey Thomas Hondel
Emily Renee Johnson
Carolyn Ruth Kaercher
Emily Michelle Lanster
Vanessa Manzon
Craig Agnor Martin
Meagan Lorraine Murphy
Iris Daniela Narvaez
Andrea Cristene Ochoa
Sarah Bella Peerni
* Andrea Stephanie Pollack
Janille T. Rancy
Kathleen Roberts
* Amanda Elayne Roesch
Rachael Lee Rogala
Megan T. Rojas
Charlene Michelle Ruhe
Valerie Blair Rusche
Mallory Jean Short
Diane Kimberly Summers
Joseph Edward Taylor
Sarah Elizabeth Veal
Stephanie Lee Veraghan
Kelsey Ann Wilson

Anthropology BA
Daniel David Alden
Maria Cristina Arciniegas
Avaazh Attari
Teasha Marie Bayles
Patrick Gale Berg
Daniel S. Cannon
Brandon Wesley Canute
Leeann K. Church
Rhianon Lea Dolletski-Lazar
*** Jessica Lauren Dombrowski
Megan E. Donoghue
Rocklyn Christine Gatta
Michael Anthony Gyurnek
Christopher Wellington Hallden
Gregg Evan Harding
Jeffrey Nicholas Harris
Keegan Kenny Hubbard
Pamela Marie Kacerosky
Rebecca Marshall Kenyon
Piotr Kwiatkowski
Claire Elizabeth Lewis
Nicole Alexis Lewk
** Jessica Rose Lowell
Shevon E. Lunny
Joelis Matos
Katlinn Vee McGrane
James Frederick Messer
Jordon Simon Munizzi
Matthew Alan Newton
Stephanie Ann O'Brien-Berg
*** Lori Lynn O'Neal
Vanessa Ortajen
Cynthia Polaco
Betsy Lea Potter
** Alexander Ernesto Rivas
Richard L. Robbins
Ryan D. Rudy
Marissa Louise Sanford
Jeanette M. Scadlock
Rachel Alice Scallsie
Jena Marie Skinner
Marie Reid Straughn
Cody Daniel Swain
Sarah Evelyn Van Ryn
Lourdes Villa
Jennie Fern Winkle

International and Global Studies BA
Marissa Chelsea Carvalho
Iassen Youriev Donov

Interpersonal/Organizational Communication BA
Jessica Suade Almanla
Ann-Marie Appiah
Nelson Andres Arenas
Lance Justin Badamo
Stephanie Richelle Balch
Hillary Edith Barrow
Jill Aurelia Barton
Catherine J. Batcher
Ana Cecilia Betancourt
Kate Alyne Biggs
Andrea Joy Bjornlie
Bradley Schule Bohen
Jacqueline Marie Bondurant
Kimberly Rebecca Breunig
Marina Alexandra Brun
Cesly Cherelle Burgess
Julisa Nasha Caldwell
Desiree Marie Cargo
Elizabeth A. Carrillo
** Jessica Marie Chase
Troya Diane Clark
Angela Annette Coan
Casey Alexander Crook
Tracey Monique Culbreath
Rebecca Ann Culp
Tiffany Marie Daenecke
Andrew Sumner Dematos
Kristina Nicole DeMello
Christopher James Duffy
Lauren Sitara Duran
Diana Gayle Eastman
Emma Lee Evans
Victoria Cruz Gagarin
Mark Alan Graveline
Oziel Enrique Guillen, Jr.
Julie Ann Haskin
Christina Diane Hillock
Amy Jean Hoglund
Heidi Noelle Hollywood
Antionette Olivia Horton
Kelicie Marisa Houston
Kimberly Ann Hudzina
McKenzie Leigh Huebner
Michael Raymond Hyman
Glenn Thomas Jefcoat II
Brooke Elizabeth Jensen
*** Fauna Rae Joseph
Ashley Nicole Kirkpatrick
Christopher Daniel Kucewski
James Christopher Lane
James Legerme
Jeffrey A. Lewis
Jonathan Edward Luke
Catherine Leigh Mayer
Jean Elizabeth McCurry
Matthew Ryan McDonald
Angelica Lee Mealing
Linden Brittany Menzel
Maureen Jillian Mikol
Theresa Minerva Miles
Ashley Nicole Minotti

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
College of Sciences

Kelsey Laurel Moore  
Amanda Rosa Murillo  
Ashley Brooke Murray  
Robert J. Murray  
Natalie Michelle Nash  
Amanda Sophia Nilsen  
Joseph Gerald Passanisi  
Sean F. Pratten  
Melissa Dorothy Pressley  
Melissa Yvette Rawls  
Emily Julia Reed  
Jessica Lauren Reeves  
Luís Caballero Rickert  
Taylor Nicole Robinson  
Jan Carlos Rodriguez  
Diana Rojas  
Tatiana Enid Rosado  
Javier Mauricio Ruiz  
Paula Jean Schroeder  
Catherine Amanda Schultz  
Charlene Lauren Small  
Caitlyn Marie Smith  
Sylasla Ivy Taylor  
Kyle Nicholas Tidley  
Jessica LeeAnne Waters  
Brandon Jacob Weldon  
Eden Elizabeth Wetherell-Figueroa  
Anastasia Victoria Wiggins

Journalism BA
Andrew Steven Kennedy  
Nicole M. Lauber  
Allyson Lara Rees

Journalism BA-Editing Track
Padrick Paul Brewer  
Rebecca Ann Jackson  
Karen Michelle Johnson  
Daniel Patrick Walsh

Journalism BA-Newswriting Track
Lauren Park Burrows  
Hannah Lee Anne Coffman  
Jason Robert Crook  
Megan E. Donoghue  
William Brandon Goss  
Brandon Breon Hamilton  
Molly Marie Hays  
John E. Murphy III  
William Dwayne Perry III  
Jennifer Lee Rios

Journalism BA-Visual Communication Track
Megan Renee VanWaas

Organizational Communication BA
Matthew Theodore Smith

Political Science BA
Claire Judith Dornan  
Terry Lee Kozusko

Political Science BA-American Politics and Policy Track
Andrew Jasuf Beselica  
David Lane Burt, Jr.  
Melissa Ann Cid  
Monica Christine Cohen  
James Paul DeAmara III  
Walker Clayton Dickinson  
Necole Kristen Duncan  
Ashley Elizabeth Hopkins  
Kyle Allen King  
Janelle Danica Kusiolek  
Andrew Hultman Liebert  
Ariel Catherine Manley-Noite  
Alexis Martinez  
Matthew Christian Neff  
Sony Perone
* Adolph Joseph Posey, Jr.  
Sasha Luz Reinoso  
Nicole Sanlemente  
Marissa Louise Sanford  
Darred King Williams

Political Science BA-International Relations-Comparative Politics Track
Mary Margaret Baldino  
Timothy James Bales  
Michael Benjamin Barbanera  
Alexander Michael Bradley  
Bretton Scott Brown  
Yira Burdiel  
Christopher C. Byron  
Lee Michael Cessna  
Richard Clayton Champion II  
Elise Bo Ciacci  
Tristram Harrison Coffin
*** Terry T. Epps  
Adam Russell Farragut  
Lynda Marie Fireoved  
Jonathan Lee Gaines  
Tatiana Andrea Garcia-Rizo

Lauren Elizabeth Gill  
Jayson Michael Godfrey  
Stacey Cash Graner  
Jarl Eric Gustafson  
Kenneth William Heim  
April Elizabeth Higbie  
Austin Read Hooper  
Natalie Marie Johnson  
Gabriel Olivier La France  
* Elena Leonidovna LaRochelle  
Chandra Dawn Leger  
Robert Thomas Lukens  
Eden Marie Martin  
Christian Mártir Córdova  
Timothy James Mason  
Samantha Matusen  
Jaclyn Emily Maynard  
Philip Ryan McKee  
Elizabeth Sue O'Neill  
Anita Poussan  
Carlos E. Rocha  
Bianca Nicole Rodriguez  
Nicholas Tyler Roland  
Andrew Robert Ryan  
Genevieve Marjorie Seaburg  
Yevgeniya Shulzenko  
Jane-Anne Patricia Simmons  
Avenash Jai Singh  
Rodney Brian Smith, Jr.  
Cody Daniel Swain  
Mikal R. Szczepaniak  
Shawn H. Tseng  
* Johana Marcela Vesga  
Courtney N. Walmer  
Sharla Made K Welsh  
Michael Joseph Westerfield  
Ryan Michael White  
Jon Patrick Wolfe

Political Science BA-International Studies Track
Nicholas Adam Justus

Political Science BA-Political Science-Prelaw Track
Aneesah Widat Abdullah  
*** John Thomas Ankner  
Troy Antonio  
Eric Shawn Austin  
Cassandra Natasha Branch  
Alexandra Svetlana Bravo  
Jasmine Kyerra Bryson  
April Blossom Devillo

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude  
** denotes Magna Cum Laude  
* denotes Cum Laude
College of Sciences

Michael Vincent Dipietro
Maia Joelle Duckstein
Nathan Ferdinand
Justen Shaw Fischer
Christine Giliane Fleury
Saman A. Ghiasi
Riley Aaron Graber
Josiah Daniel Graham
* Patrick M. Hale
  Stephanie Maritza Herdocia
  Nicolas Hernandez
  Stephen Geoffrey Knight
  Christopher Lee Maiorini
  Lorraine Margarita Marte
Lisa Marie Maxwell
Katy Lynn McBrayer
Joshua Brian McCollum
* Kristin Renea Morosky
  Ashley Wray Noland
Youse Louis Ochoa
*** Christopher Bryan Pellecer
  Jacqueline M. Perez
* Velia Lopez Rodriguez
  Alina Salcedo
  Carlton Stapler
  Johnny Torres
  Ryan W. Vatandoust

Psychology BA
Jessica R. Allen
Glenn Douglas Arnold, Jr.
Steven John Barnhart
Anthony Paul Benway
Amed Bosques
LeeAnn K. Church
Laura Beatriz Colon
Sasha Fiona Eldred
Anita Reina Estrada
Holly Laraine Gennings
Edward Allen Gray
* Mark William Guelzow
  Jennifer Ellen Hixon
  Heidi Rae Hosmer
  Takema Jahmilia James
  Brianna Rachael Labson
  Jennifer Eileen Laird
  Sinem Maria Lamar
  Elizabeth Ann Lee
  Rodney Alan Long, Jr.
* Nicole Kristin Mary Mailhot
  Mary F. Messina
  Courtney Lee Miller
  Susan Elizabeth Pritchard
  Micaela Santana Rivera
  Kathryn Anne Rodriguez
  Devon Robert Rouh
  Jaclyn Diane Sanders
  Carolyn J. Skol
  Whitney Marie Soto-Vazquez
  Joseph Edward Taylor
  Tara L. Thompson
  Tracy Christine Turner
  Brittany Marie West

Radio-Television BA
Sean O'Neal Wilkins

Radio-Television BA-Broadcast Generalist
Chelsey Lorraine Barwick
* Jacob Michael Bridges
  Jason Philip Burris
  Irene Androulla Christou
  Anica Nicole Cramer
  Alba Maria Gonzalez
  Jennifer Lynn Gosney
  Gregory Kent Griffiths
  Gelissa Cassandra Guadalupe
  Sharinita Ann Hester
  John Christian Kane
  Nancy Marie Molina
  David Arthur Nelson
  S. Brett Penta
  Mallori Renee Phillips
  Stephanie Michelle Salguero
  Daniela Valentina Sanchez
  Bradley Calvin Schulz
  Daniel Bernardo Segredo
  Sarah Soliman
  Kayla Trenise Taylor
  Robert D. Zinnsmaier

Radio-Television BA-Broadcast Journalism
Despina Christina Barton
Russell Tyler Colburn
Courtney Nicole Fasano
Tatiana Andrea Garcia-Rizo
Jeremy Michael Garrison
* Samantha Lee Hahn
  Jessica Ashley Harding-Orizondo
*** Chad Cameron Mills
  Jeannie S’Fara Roseme
  Marielkis Antonieta Salazar
  Carl M. Shaffran
  Pedro Eduardo Silva
  ** Taylor Paige Sutton
  Antonio Joseph Arlia
*** Heidi Kalona Bolduc
  Justin Alexander Cecil
  Anwar Andres Cedeno
  Brandon Levi Frink
  Kaela Christine Hamilton
  Dannelly Aimee Perez-Paravisini
  Victoria Christie Pezzella
  John Joseph Snodgrass III
  Jeffrey John Truusi
  Seth A. Wilkins
  Khymest Terre Williams

Sociology BA
Cassandra Lynne Adams
Jordan Allen Albright
Daniel Jon Bickel
Ashlee Kristen Brady
Michelle Ming Chin
*** Ryan David Collman
  Jeanine Marie Cruz
  Charlene Yvette Daniels
  Rebeca Daniels
  Elorm Bernadette Dzorey
  Brandon Scott Lagano
* Jennifer Renee' Leippert
  Amber Lynn Lapata
  Marengson Marc
  Vickie Lashawn Mathis
  Matthew T. Mausner
  Sarah Lin Morris
  Jacob Glen Neer
  Alex Thomas Nichols
*** Nicholas M. Perez
  Sasha Luz Reinoso
  Ryan John Rostek
  Stephen Matthew Silber
  James Ellsworth Snell III
  Kimberly Marie Spencer
  Rene Josue Vazquez
  Erin Michelle Wildenradt

Bachelor of Science

Actuarial Science BS
Amer Badih Halwani
Jamie Ann Harris
Eric Franklin Hopkins
Devon Tyler Jones
Katherine Lynne Riley
Stephanie Knight Ziajka
College of Sciences

Biology BS
Rebecca Jean Abi Nader
Danielle Elizabeth Albertson
Tristan Michelle Albin
Abiba Zebra Ali
Paula Andrea Alvarez
Lisa Jane Anderson
Jennifer Nicole Balduf
Caitlin Nicole Balno

** Kristen Marie Baxter
Vikye Beuport
Sophanie Belval
Michelle Jillian Bratsch
Martha Elizabeth Bravo
Michelle Elizabeth Brower
Rolando Gabriel Cabrera
Theora Canonica
Jim Chung
Burt Kushal Chutkan

*** Jamie L. Conklin
Nancy Jane Davie
Ryan Scott Day

* Guneshi Rukmali De Mel
Brooke Walker Delaney
Liz M. Dumanoir
Adriana Escobar
Jaime Ramon Escobar

* Jacqueline Marie Esquaiqui
Breanna Jean Ferguson
Brady John Flynn
Ruth Carolina Fookes
Kathryn Aileen Frey
Kimberly Ann Fricke
Terri Furbish
Meghan Elizabeth Gabriel
Andrea Lynn Geiser
Shahinaz Ghacha

Monica Brooke Hernandez
Meredith Terrell Hickman
Abby Bishop Johnson
Rachael Lee Johnson
Lovelyn Joseph
Arghaven Kariman
Colleen Nicole Konkler
Timothy Andrew Kuthan
Andrea Elena Lanoa
Hye Ryun Lee
John Namjoon Lee
Charisse Jessica Logronio
Chelsea Leigh MacLean
Joseph Andrew Martinez
Donald James Mau
Austin James Mayland
Ryan Blake McGuigan

** Cameron Micah McMillin
Amanda Valentina Menna
James Ray Mitchell
Jalal Shariat Moharreri
Nathan Charles Myers
Krystal Danielle North
Daniel Scott Ostergaard
Matthew Mason Parker
Arti J. Patel
Emily Ann Pernas
Jamira Dinaixa Rodriguez
Elianne Rojas
Khristy Lechen Salorio
Danilo A. Sanchez, Jr.
Alex Tyler Shumate
Roshani Christine Sirigampola
Corey Thomas Smith
Kyle Thomas Smith
Lianne Mel Stoffer
Maximillian Morgan Tolle
Trace Christine Turner
Luciana Vega
Jeanelle Monique Wilson
Theresa Catherine Wise
Diana M. Zuleta

Chemistry BS
Carolina Acevedo Parra
Victor M. Diaz
Caleb Firmstone Dunlap

* Jacqueline Marie Esquaiqui
Mark Russell, Jr.

Forensic Science BS
Stephanie LaVon Cooper
Amanda Shea Janson
Wilsa Jean
Elizabeth Jane Warren
Annette Lynn Way
Chelsea Marie Zavala

Mathematics BS
Lindsey Michelle Jorgensen
Laura Noreña

Mathematics BS-Engineering/Physics Track
Saara Anni Maiju Ahola

Psychology BS
Carolyn A. Accurso
Kristie Lynn Afonso
Geneva Alexandre
Sera Marie Allard

** Alexa Emily Allowe
Joel Charles Anderson
Sandra V. Ashenoff
Caroline Joyce Atkinson
Keely Lynn Baker
Christopher James Bannon
Danielle Elizabeth Barket
Courtney Leigh Beach
Jace Edward Beamon
Alicia Fay Beardsley
Andrew Ryan Bell
Christopher Alan Bender
Shari Rubie Bispham
Kristina Elena Bittles

*** Jennifer Anne Boghos
Renee Elise Bone
Yarelys D. Bonilla
Jennifer Ashley Bowman
Christina Clara Braddy
Colleen Genevieve Brady
Shelley Brage
Erin Elizabeth Brier
Ryan Patrick Brunette
Dorothy Brutus

** Cristina Elizabeth Bryan
Chad Michael Buell
Cydney Renee Burrows
Jay William Butwinick
Danielle Laverne Caird
Nicole Michelle Carey
Jeffrey Nicholas Carpenter
Alex Jhaled Carrasquillo
Michael Louis Carriales

* Jessica Faith Cartoon

** Cara Jansen Cataldo
Camryn Jill Caulkins
Rose E. Chinnery
Anysh Dilcia Clark
Renee Lynn Clarke
Soteros Anthony Cocalis

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
College of Sciences

Brandy Nicole Combs
Jennifer Nicole Cooper
Bereneice Corona
Giana Marie Court
Jasmine Marie Cruz
Ryan Adam Dagen
Oms Faisal Dakhil
Renee Merica Davey
Beycha M. Decos
Jack Abraham Demetree II

* Anna Gennady Denisenko
Meagyn Allyson Denoncour
Mallory Diaz
Bobbi A. Didad
Kassandra Sherijack Dixon
Michelet Dominique-Athis
Erin A. Dowling
Reyna M. Ecker
Lauren Michelle Englert
Arianna Marie Escobar
Steven Michael Estes
Jennifer Lauren Falasca
Diane Michelle Fekeete
Drea Kevin Fekety
Nicholas Justin Ferreira
Ednie Angelica Flores
Theresa Jane Foley
Christina Marie Fortney
Jerelyn A. Francisco
Joseph Lawrence Friedman
Louise Gabriel
Brian Arthur Garber
Daniel Ray Garner
Alina Marie Garraton
Rocklyn Christine Gatta
Kiersten Ashleya Gehrmann
Nicholas Joseph Gilardi
Douglas Tanner Glasco
Cassandra Pamela Goldsmith

** Lillianis Jaliesiris Gonzalez
Daniel A. Gormey
Adam Peter Goth

*** Elizabeth Kayla Graffagnino
Ryan Lamar Green
Megan Emily Gregory
Nicole Elaine Raiili Grooten
Jonathan Christopher Gruta
Jennifer Marie Guise
Heather Ashley Gutkin
Annette Christine Hall
Gretchen Irene Hamm
Jerry Ray Hanson, Jr.
Josephine Anne Hardee

Megan Elizabeth Harwell
Caroline Messer Haswell
Nathan Hauser Hauser
Rudiann Jamila Henriques
Heather Anne Henslee
Alan J. Hickey
Jorge Hidalgo
Erin Lee Marie Hidy
 Johanna Charmaine Hill
Heather Lynn Hirshenson
Christopher Michael Hitsman
Cierra Shavone Honors
Crystal Shalane Hoover
Brittany Ruth Howell

*** Ashley M. Hughes
Christopher Humphries
Max Elliot Jackson
Broana Rae James
Michael Jeffords
Brittany E. Johnson
Paul Z. Johnson
Natalie Dawn Jones
Megan Marie Kalafut
Jennifer Lauren Katz
Rebecca Lynn Kelly
Taryn Leigh Kelly
Sarah A. Keough
Sara Khalephour
Michelle Lindsay Kiews
Jennifer A. Kilgore
Matthew Joseph Kosiba
Matthew Jason Kovach
Nichole Leigh Krieger
Jessica Suzanne Krull
Geoffrey Michael Lagarde
Jonathan Robert Lanni
Katie Jo Larkin
Gabriella Sue Lattimore
Theodora Rebecca Lavender
Jessica Lawrence
Meaghan Elizabeth Laxton
Jessica Ann Layber
Christopher Troy Lee
Jaime Nicole Lee
Sharon Suzanne Lee

*** MaryBess Helen Leech
Francesca Legrand
Samantha Jane Leslie
Kenia G. Leveque
Justin David Levy
Alexandra Rae Lewis-Factor
Stephanie Michelle Lilly
William Jansy Lively, Jr.

Jessica Anne Lollo
Genevieve Elizabeth Long
Whitney Victoria Lore
Suzie Lovinsky
Elisabeth Hillary Lyons
Alessandra Anita Maboudi
Kara Lynn Maiorano
Juli Rose Martinez
Minerva Irene Martinez
Sharon M. Mathier
Joshua Robert Maynard
Katy Lynn McBrayer
Niamh Louise McCabe
Sherri Lynn McCallie
Kandise E. McLean
Megan Lynn McMahon
Brittney Jeanene Menckeberg
Valerie Sherrill Mercer
Courtney D. Merian
Thomas William Milbourne
Melissa Renee Miller
Wanda Ivelisse Mojica
Kristen Lyn Montecalvo-Pena
Sheena Genice Montgomery
Ashley Rae Morin
Lisa Marie Mortimore
Alicia Marie Mosley

** John Pasqual Mosso
Ashley Marie Musculus
Iris Daniela Narvaez

* Rebecca Joy Netz
Diana C. Newman
Hien Bich Thi Ngo
Christopher Brendon Nicholas
Benjamin Nieves-Serrano
Ashley Ann Noonan
Sarah L. Nordgren
Eva Rebeka Oberlender
Robert V. Oliveira
Ashlee Carroll Orazzo
Noel Angel Ortiz

** Cody T. Ott
Koralisse Padin-Lopez
Aaron Michael Palmer
Jamie Sue Palmer
Jessica Lynn Palmer
Ni'Kesia Sha'Ray Pannell
Shanie Lasha Parks
Kimberly Renee Parsons
Kristina L. Parsons

* Timothy Louis Paskowski
Sarah Elizabeth Patrick
Henry Pedrique

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
College of Sciences

Katherine Noel Pencza
Sierra D. Pick
Stevie Nicole Pietroburgo
*** Ingrid Rosario Pinto de Otazu
Ashley Lee Pitcher
Kristina Jean Plisko
Helen Marie Presley
Jacquelin Rain Proffitt
Anna Kiley Pryor
Leane Pupo
Danielle Marie Purdy
*** Lydia Mary Quinn
Catalina Susana Ramehandani
Veronica Nicole Ramos
Maximilian Largo Rapport
Laura Ann Rauch
Deeanne Marie Reavis
Jah Eric Reid
Yunileidy Reina
Clinton Tyler Reinalda
Autumn Lee Rice
Britt Nicole Richendollar
** Lauren Megan Riegnor
Jessica Joan Rofrto
Brandie Rivera
Holly Lynn Robertson
Tatiana Patricia Rocha
Nerlange Florence Rolle
Jose Victor Ruiz II
Charles Andrew Rumph
Laura Salinas
Latoya Vanessa Salmon
Ana Victoria Samitier
* Jessica Louise Samnicandro
Amanda Elena Santoro
Christopher David Schesser
Tarah Nicole Schmidt
Ariel Joy Schneider
Brianna Marie Schooley
** Chelsie Caitlyn See
Dawn Kumari Seegobin
*** Rosa Maria Servan
Antonia Rose Servidio
Natalie Sibony
Dianna L. Simmons
* Delonna Marie Simone
Jenna L. Smith
Renee Christina Smith
Jennifer Virginia Sohns
Ashlei Katara Stevens
Lauren E. Stone
Dan Ethan Dolin Streem
Jeffrey Scott Strickland

Sigita Sujeto
Glennon Martin Taylor, Jr.
* Valerie Dawn Taylor
Antonio D. Terrell, Sr.
Kate Ann Thielemann
Joanne Marie Thorn
Cody David Tompkins
Natalie Torres-Cruz
Maria Reina Vanegas
Robyn Elaine Vasatka
Jennifer Vazquez
** Wilka Marie Vega-Romeu
Rosalia Villard
Nicole Renae Wagner
Ko-Hsing Wang
June Karen Weller
Christine N. Wells
Sean Michael Westbrook
Elisa C. Westhoven
Lisa A. Willoughby
Ashley Nicole Wilson
Charles Ricker Wise III
Carlye Ryan Wisliceny
Jessica Lynn Yates
Karen Alyse Zeichner
Amanda Christine Zike

Social Sciences (Interdisciplinary) BS
Meagan Elizabeth Meneses
Chelsea Lane Reed

Statistics BS
Devin Tyler Jones
Lindsey Michelle Jorgensen
** Antonio Tomas Rodriguez

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
Office of Undergraduate Studies

Bachelor of Arts

Interdisciplinary Studies BA-General Studies - BA
Johnny Orajil Addison, Jr.
Ignacio Aguerevere
Sharmin Ariz
Charlene Zoe Bigio
Dana Boss
Janelle Devon Brooks
Sheri Lynn Carey
Nicholas Michael Cassaras
*** Iman Cassells.
* Jennifer Michelle Conn
Alanna Kaye Davis
Matthew Joseph Delvalle
Brittany Rae DeShetler
** Julio Andres DeVei
* Brandon Richard Dowling
Scott Hartley Edwards
Ryan Andrew Elias
Guillermo Ernesto Escobar, Jr.
Elizabeth Shields Farley
Sylvano Leonard Fernandes Do Nascimento
Miriam Yvonne Forbes
Yvonne Andrea George
Sheldon Iaika Shigeto Gomabon
Kelly Elizabeth Hales
David McCune Hanson
Jeremy Matthew Ho-On
Stephanie Jill Huber
Lauren Nicole Isola
Terri Anne Jacoby
Matthew Edwin Jones
Ashleigh Elizabeth Kahn
Kimberly Ann Kleckner
Carrie Anne Lee
Brandi K. Lehrer
Thomas Anthony Licata
Samantha Brooke Maietta
Caryn A. Merrick
Karen Anne Meyer
Maria Teresa Morel
Jessica Amhaze Otero
*** Maureen Ann Parent
Anthony Allen Passeri
Kevin Ryan Pilsbury
George Pitiranggon
Rachel Lindsey Redmon
** Caleb James Reninger
Emily Burke Richards
Juliana L. Robertson

Bianca Marie Robles
Eric Bivar Rodriguez
Evan Carlos Rundle
Samantha Elizabeth Sarff
Courtney Suzette Sellers
Winsome Angela Silcott
Kelly Michelle Slaton
Frankie Lee Stone
Ivyette Christine Thomas
Nancy Elizabeth Trammell
** Norma Vasquez
Cynthia Mercedes Verdura
Nicholas Ryan Vidussi
Ryan M. Vincenec
Jackee M. Walker
Cindy Alexis Williams
John Aaron Williams
Felicia Chivaughn Wright
Catherine Leona Zara

Interdisciplinary Studies BA-Women’s Studies Track
Andrea Lauren Ayala
Cristina Rose Calandruccio
Kathryn Milholland

Bachelor of Science

Interdisciplinary Studies BS-Environmental Studies Track
Brittany Ann Atwell
Christopher David Castro
Stephanie Ann Donoghue
Jeremy Richard Frantz
Henry Knowles Harding III
Mason Alexander Furst Johnson
Lyndsey Amber Kujawa
*** Jessica Louisa Lab
Daniel Ronen Leive
Melissa Dawn MacGibbon
Matthew William Mecsery
Brian Steven Naidus
Alexandra Lauren Onisko
Catherine Daley Patterson
Jessica C. Pitts
Caroline Marie Polifrone
Richard Dale Walker

Interdisciplinary Studies BS-General Studies - BS
Allison Dane Accardi
** Jeannie Frances Albers
Emery Sherard Allen
Bianca Rose Altman
* Shadia Yasmine Andrews
Stephanie Lola Backer
Nichole L. Bagheri
Camille Shawnee Bailey
Jessica Lee Baker
Lars Johan Beigart
Thomas Bertolini, Jr.
Jennyl Estillore Bishop
Tyler Charles Bisogno
Cynthia Renee Boyd
William C. Bromley
Sarah Justine Brown
Marcus Wayne Bullock
Lauren Arnett Campbell
Bryan Wayne Caracciolo
Stephany Castillo
Carrissa Marie Charlick
Ashleigh Dawn Cheney
Kay M. Clapham
Totiro Nana-Kwame Clark II
Graig Eric Cleary
Jennifer Paige Clements
Jordan Bradley Cohen
Alyssa Brooke Costanza
* Jonathan Cox
Frederick Joseph Dalpay
Dana L. Decker
Ashley Robin Donisi
Melissa Marie Edsel
Samantha Rochelle Epstein
Byron Thomas Faudie
Rachel Anne Fox
Marie Satine Francois
Kathryn Freeman
Callie Anne Gaines
Dana Lindsay Gampel
Vincent L. Giusto, Jr.
Jayne Victoria Goehmann
* Rachel Melissa Gray
Natasha Ann Grygiel
Traci Lin Hall
Tiffany Joy Harrell
* Stephanie Anne Heath-Jolly
Shannon Ashley Heit
Eleanor Elizabeth Herndon
Mary Corine Hines
Kassie Lynn Højmacki

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
Office of Undergraduate Studies

David William Hopwood
Martin Peter Hormis
Jeremiah Peter Hoyle
Enrique Irizarry
* Kayla Marie Jeffers
* Ashley McKenzie Joyner
Ryan George Khawly
Jeremy Wayne Kinker
Brent William Kunze
Reed James LaFerriere
Lauren Lavrinc
Charise Nathisa Liburd
Carly Nichole Lloyd
Joe Louis Longoria
Gloria J. Lorini
Elizabeth Nehemie Lucate
Stefan Jiovanni Macchi
Jordan Lynn Mathis
Emily Sharon Maynard
Mark Andrew Michael
Robert Paul Mills
Amanda Dawn Mull
Teresa Isabel Nieto
Kristy Lynn Ogburn
Christian A. Padilla
Brandon Thomas Palmore
Timothy Dennis Parker
Jaime Leandro Pazos
Katherine Patricia Perry
Virginia L. Peters

** Bryn D. Piper
*** Sarah Ann Pope
Damas Rabel, Jr.
Urvasi Vidyaratnam Ramlall
Nazia Maritza Riaz
Lauren Michelle Rixie
Elise Ryan Robinson
Kathleen Leigh Rocks
Jessica Rae Rogers
Sharon Madeline Rogers
Natasha Charlene Rosato
Jessica Lynn Rymer
* David Joseph Scales
Melanie Diane Schell
Irie James Schoenfeld

** John Howard Seybert
M Melissa Shoff
Morgan Jacqueline Sill
Sandra M. Simmonds
Esix Sneed, Jr.
Barry J. Soester
Jenna Alyse Spitzer

** Lucas John Sterosky

Seabury Denison Stoneburner
Tabitha Megan Stroshein
Taylor Jon Stuhl
Travis James Stulz
Siobhan Elizabeth Sullivan
* Ketryn Gabriel Wallace
Cory James Weech
Dean Richard Wegerif
Yevgeniya Zagovalko

Interdisciplinary Studies BS-
Nanoscience and Nanotech Track

Carl R. Irani

Bachelor of Applied Science

Applied Science BAS

Enisa Baltic
Troy Scott Barnette
Karen Bell
Colby A. Campagna
Eduardo Cruz
* Jason Daniel Cyrus
Erin Elizabeth Flynn
Christina H. Fulmer
Lindsey Rebecca Hughes
Thompson Kenyatte Jackson
Annemarie C. Mallette
Marcos Ariel Medina
Kelly McDaniel Merkel
Horace Anthony Roberts, Jr.
Deborah V. Ross
Michael John Strynkowski
Daniel Jamie Venegas

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
Rosen College of Hospitality Management

Bachelor of Science

Event Management BS
Alexandra Renee Adair
Sandra Dinis Almeida
Vanessa Ann Anderson
Amanda Marie Andrews
Ashley Marie Apetz
** Allison Lizette Asencio
 Rochelle Louise Bailey
 Alysha Carmen Bartlett
 Kimberly Ann Begley
 Julie Marie Bilinski
 Kristin Elizabeth Bonett
 Jessica Carolyn Buscemi
 Mara Lynn Campbell
 James Nichols Canjar
** Amanda Marie Cassara
 ** Michelle Christine Casullo
 Claire Meggison Christner
 Alyse Patricia Cohen
 Ashley Joanne Connelly
 Michelle Alanna Couplie
 Amanda Elizabeth Corbin
 Lauren Elizabeth Crisp
 Loren Renee Cronin
** Kaitlin Elizabeth Cross
 Erica Nicole Dennison
 * Lisa Marie Dowdy
 Jacqueline Marie Emmons
 Patty Anadel Ferrer
 Alexa Rachel Frankel
 Amarilys Fuentes
 ** Lindsay Carol Gartrell
 Ashley Godfrey
 Katherine Lynn Golden
 Zaneh Marie Gonzalez
 Kristin M. Grady
 Linda Morgan Hargrove
 Jonathan Parker Jackson
** Katie Michelle Kabana
 Natalie Elizabeth Kasper
 Ashley Michelle Keenan
 Blaise M. Kiezer
 Kathleen E. Kirkwood
 ** Elizabeth Margaret Kling
 George Kong
 Sarah M. Lander
 Alison Nicole Lastovica
 Leigh Anne Lewis
 Meredith Helen Lowe
 Katherine Elisabeth Lynne
 Kimberly Anne Markowsky
 ** Alegna Vicar Martinez
 Sharon Louise Masters
 Ashley Marie Mauras
 Kalena Ashley Meghoo
 Megan Kimberly Melvin
 * Angela Margaret Migatz
 ** Kyle Brandon Miller
 Ashley Joan Moncayo
 Christina Marie Mulholland
 Nevar Banyan Murray
 Alissa Erica Myers
 Amy Elizabeth Nesseralla
 Ashley Ann Norris
 Antonio Jesus Padilla III
 Shanna Lynne Parent
 Jessica Marie Pasiewicz
 Christine Elizabeth Peña
 Jenna Michele Rashbaum
 Audrey Margaretta Romagnuolo
 *** Emily Marie Schlotterbeck
 * Brooke Amanda Schneider
 * Kristen Lee Schulte
 Amanda Lynn Seidl
 Chelsea Nicole Sengel
 Kelly Ann Sharp
 Michelle A. Sinclair
 Leslie Nairi Smith
 Nicole Jenna Soffian
 Myriam Sorrentino
 Kathryn Elizabeth Stapleton
 Shawna J. Surman
 Caitlin Michele Terry
 Derrick Valenti
 Brittnay Cathryn Vallier
 Laura Cristina Varela
 Kimberly Alicine Vuille
 Lauren Renee Weidley
 Matthew Jay Werkman
 *** Valerie Michelle West
 ** Hannah C. Winek
 Stefanie Ann Wolf
 Brooke Natale Wright
 Kacie Alyse Zavada

Hospitality Management BS
Kenneth J. Abbey
** Louis Edward Aiello
** Justin Robert Arthur
Jawadali Mj Aziz
Alexandra Elena Balint
Erica Barajas
Courtney Renee Barnes
Blakely Lyn Barrington
Matthew John Benjamin
Carmina Victoria Blowe
Shelby Elizabeth Bourne
Lucia Marie Broton
Kristine Elizabeth Burns
Telita Kiante Burtin
Jenny Marie Carlisle
Juan Jose Castro
Tyrone Andre Quiaoit Catris
Anisha Chauhan
Jean Richard Cherisme
Nicole Renee Childers
Heidi Frances Christmas
Brandon James Clairmont
Vanessa Lauren Clute
Samantha Rae Cohen
Clayton Addison Collins
Kyle Evan Collins
Lauren Anna Coney
Laura Lynn Dailey
Brittany Renee Dale
Rosemarie Teresa DAmico
Thais Fialho de Jesus
Christopher Michael Desjarlais
Sean David DiPaola
Sara Dowding-Bech
* Megan Jean Dudley
Nicolas Benigno Espaillat
Matthew David Facenda
Justin Daniel File
Kelly Deanne Fitzgerald
Rachel Lynn Frischmeier
Christina Marie Garcia
* Marcelle Genis
Maira J. Goncalves
Erick Gort
Brittnay Lea Green
Rebecca Marie Grube
Elizabeth Marie Gula
Stephanie Yaris Hernandez
Ryan Hughes
Elena Ilie
* Jessica Hope Irasy
Leigh Anne Jackson
Logan Jeremy Jonas
Theodore Nicholas Kappas
Michael Melvin Keim
Michael Stephen Kent
Rachel Lynn Kiezaes
Suzanne Marie Klaers
Drew Francis Kramer
Zachary John Krupa

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
Rosen College of Hospitality Management

Anna Nicole Kunkel
* Jennifer Kywa
Patrick Colin Laverty
Jennifer Lee Law
Adrienne Nichole Lee
* Dennis Spencer Levy
Vincent Lopez
Troy Jack Madden
Carly Margolin
Patrick Randolph Matthews, Jr.
* Erin Patricia McClary
Michael Anthony McClatchy II
* Connor Jackson McVey
Claudia Telichevsky Mezzarano
Kevin Arthur Millman
** James W. Mills, Jr.
Andres Felipe Morales
Cheryl Lynn Nadzak
Brooke Lauren Norman
Michael Oriz
Ashley Elizabeth Osborne
Tia Rose Owens Allen
Heather Leelyn Palot
Ryan James Paske
Anisha Suryakant Patel
Hetul Hemant Patel
Neerav Y. Patel
Kenneth Macleod Patterson II
Rebecca Lee Pearson
Michael Allan Pedrazas
Erin Hope Perry
Jerome Owen Pozin
Zachary Harris Pozin
Christopher John Prietsch
* Jodie Patricia Quinn
Daniel Thomas Reyes
* Kacey Lynn Riddell
John Edward Rigs II
Nicolas Gallano Rivera, Jr.
Richard Tyler Rizzo
Justin Bryan Roisman
* Andrea Michele Rupar
Marad Saif
Adam Joshua Seidel
Mouna Seyourri
Bradley Shapiro
Adam James Shipton
Skylar Paige Siminovsky
Emily Elizabeth Simpson
Sonia Singh
Devon Patrick Sladek
Samantha Louise Slocum
Kimberly Anne Snyder

Stephen Hunter Spink
Allyson Nicole Sprague
Sean Patrick Stauntion
Heather Lynn Stelzner
Laurel Katherine Stewart
Austin R. Suggs
Molly Gabriel Sullivan
Timothy Glenn Swengros
Noelle Kristian Thear
Christina Margaret Theoktisto
Dolores Ann Thompson
Jennine A. Thompson
Marianne Louise Tibbits
Ashley Blair Timmons Sprinkle
Rachel Tornam
Mariana Ubilla
** Jamie Marie Van Dyke
** Sueh Chen Vertuso
Megan L. Weidley
Kyle Lindsey Wells
Joseph Jay Werksman
Chelsea A. Westerlund
Fallon Elyse Wexler
Ashlyn Michele Williams
Christina A. Williams
Cristina Marie Wisotzkey
Hayley Afton Wood
Kimberly J. Wright
Michael James Yamauchi
Sebastian Andres Zaragovia

Hospitality Management BS-Generalist Track

Jennifer Lynn Davis
Courtney Suzanne Hancock
Raquel Kayma Rivera
Andrea Carolina Sacio
Claire Flowers Timm

Hospitality Management BS-Hospitality Management BS Track

Andrew Alexander Alvin
Andrew Lucian Cravey
Alicia Prentice
Kira Berlin Puttman

Hospitality Management BS-Lodging Management Track

Evan Thomas Neyer

Hospitality Management BS-Theme Park and Attraction Management Track

Chloe Noel Deschepper
Andrew Robert Snyder

Restaurant and Food Service Management BS

Kevin Oliver Andersen
Julie Ann Banting
Samantha Megan Butler
Nicholas M. Douso
Nicolas Benigno Espaillat
Christopher Macey Hadley
* Ellyn Kathryn Hosbach
Kelsey Lee Lancot
* Dennis Spencer Levy
Emily Deloran O'Connor
Jonathan Levy Pearlman
Devin William Queen
* Holly Marie Storm
Isaac Reuben Patterson Stuiso
Alanna Renee Taylor
Ashley Blair Timmons Sprinkle
Kevin L. Wolfe
Carly Zubiria

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
The Academic Procession has descended from religious processions that came to include teaching faculties when universities were closely associated with the medieval church. The presence of a piper in American academic processions has become popular in recent years. The pipers for UCF’s ceremonies are David Enzfelder, Reg Lyle, and Carol Fortier.

The procedure followed for the awarding of degrees is based on a practice developed at the University of Paris almost 800 years ago. In those days, the bishop of Paris, like every other bishop, was responsible for local educational curriculum and degree granting. His authority in these matters, however, soon came to be disputed by the teachers. They asserted that only they could be the proper judges of the qualifications of the students. This threatened impasse was resolved by a compromise under which the teacher, or masters, judged the merits of the students and then recommended them to the bishop for their degrees. Today’s ceremony includes a secularized version of that procedure. The chair of the Faculty Senate, as a representative of the faculty, certifies that the student candidates are qualified to receive their degrees. The president then authorizes the awarding of the degree.

Academic heraldry in the form of academic dress reaches as far back as the earliest days of the oldest universities. Formal directives concerning the correct and proper wearing of academic regalia date back to the early 14th Century. In the United States, as a result of our English heritage, caps and gowns have been used since colonial times.

As heraldic devices such as shields, coats of arms, and standards could identify a knight and his individual heritage, academic regalia can describe the academic origin and accomplishments of the wearer. Easily recognizable are holders of bachelor’s, master’s, and doctoral degrees. With the same glance, the trained eye may identify the university that conferred the degree as well as the individual’s field of learning.

The shape and decorations of the gown are the keys to the highest degree earned by an individual. The gown for bachelor’s has long pointed sleeves and is designed to be worn closed only. The master’s gown has an oblong sleeve and is open at the wrist; the rear part of its oblong shape is square cut, and the front part has an arc cut away. The master’s gown may be worn open or closed. The doctor’s gown has bell-shaped sleeves, may be worn open or closed, and may be most readily identified by its velvet facing down the front and by three velvet chevrons on each sleeve.

It is the hood, however, which is the most important and distinctive feature of American academic pageantry. Chevrons enable those attending an academic function to distinguish at a glance the wearer’s academic heritage. The bachelor’s hood, seldom seen in American academic circles, is three feet long with a two-inch edging of velvet. The master’s hood is three and one-half feet long with a three-inch edging. The doctor’s hood is four feet long with a five-inch edging.

The color of the hood’s velvet edging represents the field in which the wearer earned his or her degree. Although black may be used for any area, colors denoting selected fields of learning are as follows at UCF and American universities: all Ph.D.’s are edged in dark blue, while professional doctorates such as the Ed.D. are edged in the color of professional discipline.

The hoods used by American colleges and universities are lined with silk in the official academic colors of the institution that conferred the degree. UCF graduates, for example, will wear hoods with linings of black and gold. Generally, a school’s academic colors are identical to its athletic colors.

The academic regalia you see before you today can be traced directly back to the beginnings of the oldest colleges and universities. In 1885, there occurred a widespread student movement in America to wear caps and gowns at commencement ceremonies. The graduating students seemed to feel a need for significant and dignified apparel for the occasion. By 1895, widespread adoption of a uniform code by 95 percent of colleges and universities in the country gave America its own distinct academic regalia.

However, at any academic gathering, there usually appear regalia which cannot be fathomed by these guidelines. Some of these may be from foreign universities; others are from those American institutions that have preferred to remain with the European tradition of allowing each school to determine its own costume. The result is the academic regalia you see before you today. The colors of the master hoods are as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DISCIPLINE</th>
<th>COLOR OF DISCIPLINE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>English</td>
<td>White</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Film &amp; Digital Media</td>
<td>White</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foreign Languages</td>
<td>White</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>History</td>
<td>White</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interactive Entertainment</td>
<td>White</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Music</td>
<td>Pink</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Religious Studies</td>
<td>Scarlet Red</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Studio Art &amp; the Computer</td>
<td>Brown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teaching English as Second Language</td>
<td>White</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Texts &amp; Technology</td>
<td>White</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Theatre</td>
<td>Brown</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DISCIPLINE</th>
<th>COLOR OF DISCIPLINE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>College of Business Administration</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accounting</td>
<td>Drab</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Business Administration</td>
<td>Drab</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Economics</td>
<td>Copper</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Management</td>
<td>Drab</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Management Information Systems</td>
<td>Drab</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sports Business Management</td>
<td>Drab</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Taxation</td>
<td>Drab</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>College of Education</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education</td>
<td>Light Blue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>College of Engineering and Computer Science</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Computer Science</td>
<td>Science Gold</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Digital Forensics</td>
<td>Science Gold</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Engineering</td>
<td>Orange</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>College of Graduate Studies</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interdisciplinary Studies</td>
<td>White</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>College of Health and Public Affairs</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Communication Sciences and Disorders</td>
<td>Sage Green</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Criminal Justice</td>
<td>Science Gold</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Health Sciences</td>
<td>Kelly Green</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nonprofit Management</td>
<td>Peacock Blue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Therapy</td>
<td>Teal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Public Administration</td>
<td>Peacock Blue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social Work</td>
<td>Citron</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>College of Medicine</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Biomedical Sciences</td>
<td>Science Gold</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Molecular Biology and Microbiology</td>
<td>Science Gold</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>College of Nursing</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nursing</td>
<td>Apricot</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>College of Optics and Photonics</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Optics</td>
<td>Aqua</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rosen College of Hospitality Management</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hospitality and Tourism Management</td>
<td>Pineapple</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>College of Sciences</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anthropology</td>
<td>White</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Biology</td>
<td>Science Gold</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chemistry</td>
<td>Science Gold</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Communication</td>
<td>Crimson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forensic Science</td>
<td>Science Gold</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mathematical Sciences</td>
<td>Science Gold</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physics</td>
<td>Science Gold</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Political Science</td>
<td>Dark Blue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Psychology</td>
<td>White</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sociology</td>
<td>White</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Statistical Computing</td>
<td>Science Gold</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
College Gonfalons

The gonfalon originated in the medieval state of Italy as an ensign of the state of office. The UCF gonfalons designate the university seal, the various colleges, and the core values of The UCF Creed. The colors of the university, black and gold, are joined together in a UCF star common to all colleges.

The University Mace

During the Middle Ages, the mace was an effective weapon in battle, but as newer and more powerful military arms developed, it was transformed into a symbol of authority.

The earliest ceremonial maces were borne by bodyguards of 12th Century English and French kings. By the end of the 16th Century, they were used widely by officials of English cities and towns. Today, the ceremonial mace is found in the British Houses of Parliament and is frequently carried in ecclesiastical processions and in university convocations and commencement ceremonies.

The mace incorporates two symbols identified with the University of Central Florida. The top is cast in the shape of the star found over the Pegasus in the UCF emblem. Inside the star is a reproduction of the “Flame of Hope” sculpture near the UCF library.

The mace is cast in bronze with three bronze UCF emblems inlaid at the crest of the rosewood staff. The center of the staff is engraved with the names of the presidents of UCF.

The creation of UCF’s mace was a collective effort by UCF art professor Jagdish Chavda, sculptor David Cambia, and wood craftsman David Conway.

The Presidential Medallion

The gold medallion worn by the university president at formal and ceremonial occasions marks the president as a distinguished scholar and administrator, the highest officer of the university, who strives to uphold the twin tenets established by its founders – Accent on the Individual and Accent on Excellence.

The medallion is embossed with the university seal showing the mythical Pegasus ascending toward a single heavenly star and the motto, Reach for the Stars. The seal serves as a visible reminder to each member of the university community to strive to reach individual goals. The president has been entrusted to maintain and develop an atmosphere in which these creeds can be realized. The presidential position represented by the medallion epitomizes the foundations and aspirations of the university that the president has pledged to uphold.

As the only university official who can formally award a degree, the president recognizes each graduate for meeting the standards of excellence set by the university and for reaching the point from which new ventures begin.

From the presentation of the first medallion in 1968 to charter-president Charles Millican to the one worn today, the Presidential Medallion has remained a symbol of academic leadership and the legacy of those pioneers who launched a unique experiment in higher education.
### Degrees Conferred

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Degree</th>
<th>Major</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>B.A.</td>
<td>Bachelor of Arts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B.A.B.A.</td>
<td>Bachelor of Arts in Business Administration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B.A.S.</td>
<td>Bachelor of Applied Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B.F.A.</td>
<td>Bachelor of Fine Arts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B.M.</td>
<td>Bachelor of Music</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B.M.E.</td>
<td>Bachelor of Music Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B.S.</td>
<td>Bachelor of Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B.S.As.E.</td>
<td>Bachelor of Science in Aerospace Engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B.S.C.E.</td>
<td>Bachelor of Science in Civil Engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B.S.Cp.E.</td>
<td>Bachelor of Science in Computer Engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B.S.ConE</td>
<td>Bachelor of Science in Construction Engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B.S.E.E.</td>
<td>Bachelor of Science in Electrical Engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B.S.E.E.T.</td>
<td>Bachelor of Science in Electrical Engineering Technology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B.S.Env.E.</td>
<td>Bachelor of Science in Environmental Engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B.S.I.E.</td>
<td>Bachelor of Science in Industrial Engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B.S.M.E.</td>
<td>Bachelor of Science in Mechanical Engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B.S.N.</td>
<td>Bachelor of Science in Nursing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B.S.W.</td>
<td>Bachelor of Social Work</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D.N.P.</td>
<td>Doctor of Nursing Practice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D.P.T.</td>
<td>Doctor of Physical Therapy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ed.D.</td>
<td>Doctor of Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ed.S.</td>
<td>Education Specialist</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M.A.</td>
<td>Master of Arts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M.A.A.E.</td>
<td>Master of Arts in Applied Economics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M.A.T.</td>
<td>Master of Arts in Teaching</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M.P.A.</td>
<td>Master of Public Administration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M.B.A.</td>
<td>Master of Business Administration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M.Ed.</td>
<td>Master of Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M.F.A.</td>
<td>Master of Fine Arts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M.N.M.</td>
<td>Master of Nonprofit Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M.S.</td>
<td>Master of Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M.S.A.</td>
<td>Master of Science in Accounting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M.S.A.E.</td>
<td>Master of Science in Aerospace Engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M.S.B.M.</td>
<td>Master of Sports Business Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M.S.C.E.</td>
<td>Master of Science in Civil Engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M.S.Cp.E.</td>
<td>Master of Science in Computer Engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M.S.E.E.</td>
<td>Master of Science in Electrical Engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M.S.Env.E.</td>
<td>Master of Science in Environmental Engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M.S.I.E.</td>
<td>Master of Science in Industrial Engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M.S.M.</td>
<td>Master of Science in Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M.S.M.E.</td>
<td>Master of Science in Mechanical Engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M.S.M.S.E.</td>
<td>Master of Science in Material Science and Engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M.S.N.</td>
<td>Master of Science in Nursing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M.S.R.E.</td>
<td>Master of Science in Real Estate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M.S.T.</td>
<td>Master of Science in Taxation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M.S.W.</td>
<td>Master of Social Work</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ph.D.</td>
<td>Doctor of Philosophy</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Diploma Distribution Information

Approximately 6-10 weeks after commencement, all baccalaureate, education specialists, and master’s degree diplomas will be mailed to the address indicated on the student’s *Intent to Graduate* form. Undergraduate students should contact the Registrar’s Office, and master’s students should contact the College of Graduate Studies to update their diploma mailing addresses.

For additional information, undergraduate students should call the Registrar’s Office at 407-823-3100. Graduate students should contact the College of Graduate Studies at 407-823-4132.

Congratulations, graduates!
All hail to Alma Mater whose banner black and gold,
will wave in fame and splendor as the passing years unfold.
May loyalty and friendship, within our hearts unite,
and light the star to guide us ever upward in our flight.
With honor and affection our friendship will renew,
we sing of thee our Alma Mater ever true.
THE UCF CREED

INTEGRITY, SCHOLARSHIP, COMMUNITY, CREATIVITY, AND EXCELLENCE ARE THE CORE VALUES THAT GUIDE OUR CONDUCT, PERFORMANCE, AND DECISIONS.

INTEGRITY
I will practice and defend academic and personal honesty.

SCHOLARSHIP
I will cherish and honor learning as a fundamental purpose of my membership in the UCF community.

COMMUNITY
I will promote an open and supportive campus environment by respecting the rights and contributions of every individual.

CREATIVITY
I will use my talents to enrich the human experience.

EXCELLENCE
I will strive toward the highest standards of performance in any endeavor I undertake.
This Commencement Program will be available at http://commencement.ucf.edu for download as a PDF beginning Monday, December 20, 2010.